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MECHANICS OF SEDIMENT PLUG FORMATION 
IN THE MIDDLE RIO GRANDE, NM 
 
The Rio Grande is a dynamic river system which has experienced significant hydraulic 
and geomorphic changes through recorded history from the early 1900’s to the present. These 
changes stem, for the most part, from natural and human interventions to the river system, which 
experienced channel bed elevation changes, lateral migration, straightening, channel realignment, 
etc.  Sediment plugs have formed in the Tiffany area near San Marcial in 1991, 1995, and 2005, 
and in the Bosque Reach 14 miles upstream from the Tiffany plug location in 2008. Many 
authors have investigated the cause of sediment plugs in the Middle Rio Grande but the previous 
studies do not provide a complete criteria for sediment plug formation. Better understanding of 
the complex mechanics of plug formation on the Middle Rio Grande is therefore pursed.  
Based on the historic flow and geometric characteristics of plug areas, seven parameters 
were identified as major causing factors of sediment plug formation in the Middle Rio Grande: 
(1) two geometric factors: variability of channel widths and roughness; (2) two water and 
sediment loss factors: perching/overbanking and sediment concentration distribution profiles; 
and (3) three backwater effect factors: backwater effects from a reservoir, a bridge, and sharp 
bends. The purpose of this research is to analyze possible sediment plug parameters and to assess 
the primary causing factors. The specific objectives are to: (1) investigate the mechanics of 
sedimentation effect due to each factor; (2) simulate the historic sediment plugs using a 
numerical aggradation/degradation program; and (3) determine which factors contribute the most 
to the formation of sediment plugs.  
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Geometric factors show that the channel has narrowed 40% between 1962 and 2002 and 
channel capacity has 77% decreased over time. The representative composite roughness 
increased 50 % between 1992 and 2002. Accordingly sediment transport capacity has decreased 
45%. The narrowing (40%) with increase in roughness (50%) causes considerable loss of 
sediment transport capacity (45%). Therefore geometric factors induce more overbank flows and 
channel bed aggradation. 
Sedimentation factors show that the perching ratio increased from 13% to 87% between 
1992 and 2002. Bank depth has decreased 51% between 1992 and 2002. The perching and lower 
bank depth facilitated more overbank flows and 13 ~ 20% loss of water. As particle sizes have 
coarsened (0.2mm in 1992 → 0.25mm in 2002) and width/depth ratios have increased (129 in 
1992 → 229 in 2002), leading to higher rouse numbers and more near-bed concentration profiles. 
High Rouse number (Ro >1.2) and near-bed sediment concentration profile speed up the 
aggradation rates (4 ~ 7 times faster) than for a uniform-concentration profile. The high near-bed 
concentrations shorten the plug formation time from 90 to 20 days. Since snowmelt floods 
exceed bankfull discharges less than 2 months, the acceleration factors are essential for sediment 
plugs to form.  
Backwater effects from the Elephant Butte Reservoir influenced the upstream channel 
bed elevation over time. At an average flow discharge (1,550cfs), the aggradation (up to 7ft) time 
to fill the 25.5 mile long channel is roughly 10 years. The historic Tiffany plug area has been 
influenced by the reservoir levels, but with a lag time of several years. Around the San Marcial 
Railroad Bridge, channel bed elevation has aggraded consistently (12ft increased between 1979 
and 1987). The pier contraction and congested abutments generate about a 1ft high backwater 
propagating to the Tiffany plug area. Sharp bends caused a 1.6ft high backwater which 
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propagates roughly 1 mile upstream. As the beginning point of the Bosque plug is located 0.6 
mile upstream of the sharp bends, backwater does influence the channel aggradation of the 
Bosque plug. The time to fill the main channel up to the bank crest was estimated as 
approximately 17 days. 
In terms of significance, perching/overbank flow and sediment concentration profiles can 
be evaluated as the primary causing factors of sediment plugs, followed by the backwater effects 
from bridge and sharp bends. Backwater effect from the reservoir has influenced the upstream 
channel elevation on a long-term basis (7 ft / 10 years). Channel narrowing and higher roughness 
promote overbank flows and decrease of sediment transport capacity. Owing to the increase of 
overbank flows, sediment concentration profiles speed up the rate of channel aggradation, 
causing a sediment plug within a matter of weeks, thus these two factors are the most significant 
factors (1.2 ft / 20 days). Two other factors, the backwater effect from the railroad bridge and 
sharp bends, explain why the historic sediment plugs formed at particular areas, therefore these 
two parameters can be classified as local triggering factors (1~1.6 ft / 20 days).   
On the other hand, causal factors can be divided into two groups depending on the plug 
location. The Tiffany plugs have been more affected by the backwater effect from the reservoir 
and railroad bridge. On the other hand, the Bosque plug was more influenced by the decrease of 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES 
  
1.1 SEDIMENT PLUGS 
The Rio Grande is a dynamic river system which has experienced significant hydraulic 
and geomorphic changes through recorded history from the early 1900’s to the present. 
Reclamation has actively maintained the Middle Rio Grande from Cochiti Dam to Elephant 
Butte Reservoir, including temporary channels and other maintenance activities. As a result, the 
river has been changed through: channel bed elevation changes, lateral migration, straightening, 
channel realignment, etc. In addition, several sediment plugs have formed in the Middle Rio 
Grande at various locations over the last two decades. After a series of plugs in the Tiffany area 
in 1991, 1995, and 2005, a sediment plug occurred in the Bosque Reach located 14 mile 
upstream from the Tiffany plug location in 2008. The sediment plugs have become one of the 
primary concerns for the river management agencies.  
1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT 
A sediment plug is defined as an excessive sediment aggradation in a river which 
completely blocks the original channel and grows upstream by accretion (Diehl 1994, 2000). The 
river blockage, or sediment plug, has various possible negative effects on the river system: (1) 
the increase of water loss due to evaporation and difficulty of water delivery downstream to 
Elephant Butte Reservoir; (2) the decrease of bank stability on the west side of the river by 
erosion or sand boiling; and (3) the decrease of wildlife habitat and native vegetation (Tetra Tech 
2010). Sediment plug can be removed by excavation of a pilot channel through the plug to 
encourage water to re-channelize through the sediment deposits.  
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Reclamation has investigated historic sediment plug formations and geomorphologic and 
environmental changes, but the mechanics of sediment plug development are still mostly 
unknown. Thus, in this research, a step forward is being taken to better understand plug 
formation mechanics by focusing on the seven major causal factors. 
1.3 PREVIOUS STUDIES 
Earlier research on sediment plug formation in the Middle Rio Grande was performed by 
Boroughs (2011). In his dissertation (2005), technical report for Reclamation (2005) and papers 
(2011), four major processes in sediment plug formation were examined for the 1991 and 1995 
Tiffany plugs: (1) abrupt and significant loss of flow to overbank areas; (2) overbank flows that 
continue for several days or weeks; (3) upstream sediment supply exceeds the local sediment 
transport capacity; and (4) non-uniform vertical distribution of the total sediment load. Through 
his investigation regarding why the Tiffany plugs formed, criteria for sediment plug formation in 
alluvial rivers have been suggested:  
PLGNUM = FO * ND * QA * b * 𝑅𝑜1/3                   (1.1) 
    where, FO = loss of main channel conveyance (Qob/Qin/Lob, Qob = overbank flow, Qin = 
inflow, Lob=overbank length), ND = the duration that flow is lost to the overbank areas, QA = 
the ratio of the available sediment supply to the available depositional area of the channel 
(Qsavg/A/(1-po), A: cross sectional area, po : porosity), b = exponent of sediment load and flow, 
Ro = Rouse number.  
The PLGNUM is a dimensionless variable to provide an estimate of whether a channel 
would plug. A greater PLGNUM value indicates higher confidence of sediment plug 




Figure 1.1. Criteria for plug formation (Boroughs, 2005)   
 
After the criteria were suggested based on the Tiffany plugs in 1991 and 1995, two more 
sediment plugs occurred in the Middle Rio Grande: the 2005 Tiffany plug and the 2008 Bosque 
plug. When applying these criteria to the Bosque plug in 2008, the parameters, FO, ND, QA, and 
PLGNUM (Figure 1.2-1.5, respectively) for the Bosque Reach can be determined using b = 1.24 
and Ro = 1.15, as used in Boroughs’ research.  
The resulting PLGNUM values (Figure 1.5) showed that the criteria can be indicative of 
sediment plug formation as a necessary condition. However, the criteria could not show the 
location of the Bosque plug in 2008. Other places (black dotted) showed bigger PLGNUM than 
the Bosque Plug location. Therefore, more investigation is needed to better understand why 
another sediment plug formed in the Bosque area.  
Application procedure 
1. Calculate PLGNUM 
2. Select % of plugging 
3. Read the confidence (%) 
e.g. PLGNUM 75  
→ 15% confidence  (99% of the channel plugged)      




Figure 1.2. Fractional loss of flow of main channel per unit length of river    
 
Figure 1.3. Duration of overbank flows (days) 
 
Figure 1.4. Incoming total sediment load per available channel area (ft/day) 
Duration of overbank flows 
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 Figure 1.5. PLGNUM for the 2008 Bosque plug 
 
1.4 DISSERTATION OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of this research are to analyze the seven sediment plug parameters and to 
assess the primary causing factors.  To accomplish this study, the following analyses are 
performed: 
 Analysis of sedimentation effect due to two geometric factors: (1) channel 
width/capacity; and (2) roughness  
 Analysis of sedimentation effect due to two flow and sediment loss factors: (1) perched 
channel and overbank flows; and (2) vertical sediment concentration profile 
 Analysis of sedimentation effect due to three backwater factors: (1) reservoir; (2) bridge; 
and (3) sharp bends 











1.5 RESEARCH APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY 
Sediment plug causing factors which can be identified by investigating spatial and 
temporal changes in the Middle Rio Grande were verified through (Figure 1.6): (1) 
understanding and analyzing the basic characteristics of flow and geometry; (2) an analytical 
approach to determine the effect of each causal factor on sediment plug formation; and (3) a 
numerical simulation using practical detailed cross sections and flow-rates.  
 
Figure 1.6. Research approach to proceed this study 
The detailed procedures of this research are to:  
(1) Determine flow and geometric characteristics of plug areas: The cross section 
geometry, levee, elevation, particle size distribution, channel roughness, slope, width, 
depth, overbank height, longitudinal profile, and water and sediment transport capacity 
are determined based on field data provided by Reclamation.  
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(2) Identify major parameters to cause sediment plug formation based on spatial and 
temporal changes in the river system as well as hydrodynamic and sedimentation 
conditions. 
(3) Analytically investigate the mechanics of sediment plug formation in terms of seven 
causing factors based on channel width, depth, particle size, slope, concentration, 
discharge and sediment discharge, reservoir stage, bridge dimensions, flow and sediment 
discharge, and Rouse’s sediment concentration distribution equation.  
(4) Develop a numerical aggradation/degradation model to replicate the historic sediment 
plugs. The model includes seven major causal factors and combines Exner’s sediment 
continuity equation with Yang’s sediment transport equation. The numerical model is 
calibrated and validated with available plug data. 
This dissertation consists of nine chapters. An introduction is presented in Chapter 1. 
Chapter 2 is the literature review for the historic sediment plugs and effects, sediment transport 
capacity, and sedimentation modeling. The site description and the river characteristics are 
described in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 describes the available data and defines possible plug causing 
factors for understanding the mechanics of sediment plug development. In Chapters 5, 6, and 7, 
analytical approaches to investigate the mechanics of sediment plug formation are stated in the 
dissertation objectives. Chapter 8 includes the 1-D aggradation-degradation numerical model 
development and application to the Middle Rio Grande. The summary and conclusions are 




CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.1 SEDIMENT PLUGS 
2.1.1 Historic occurrences 
A sediment plug, originally defined as a valley plug or channel block, is a channel 
blockage which occurs at sites where the sediment transport capacity of the stream is less than 
the sediment load carried from upstream (Diehl 1994). The major causes of sediment plug 
formation were historically channel bed aggradation and driftwood accumulation (Diehl 1994; 
Shields 2000; Borough 2005).  After the occurrence of a sediment plug, flow tends to shift to a 
single alternative channel or multiple distributary channels. As a result, sediment transport 
capacity decreases and sediment deposition accelerates, eventually migrating upstream in the 
main channel.  
Historically, sediment plugs have occurred at several different locations around the 
country. Diehl (1994) studied valley plug cases caused by river bed aggradation and congestion 
of trees and woody debris. He investigated the plug formation in the Hatchie River basin and 
attributed the plug development to low-gradient alluvial system and sediment-laden tributary 
system. Thus valley plugs were typically considered to form where the slope of a sand-laden 
tributary decreases downstream, or where the tributary joins its parent stream (Diehl 1994). 
Along the Yalobusha River in northern Mississippi, a sediment plug occurred after river 
channelization due to the shrinkage of bank-full discharge and the decreased channel slope 
(Shields et al. 2000). Woody vegetation, previously growing on these channel banks, delivered to 
the flow was transported downstream to form a large debris plug. The debris plugs function as 
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dams, causing higher water levels and reduced flow velocities. This, in turn, causes even greater 
rates of deposition, further reducing channel capacity, and blocking the flow of the river. 
Below Canyon Dam on the Guadalupe River in Texas, a sediment plug formed during the 
summer of 2002 (Gergens 2003). A flood with a 0.4 percent annual exceedance probability (250-
year return period) caused the overtopping of the emergency spillway and subsequent significant 
spillway channel erosion. The transported sediments and debris deposited in the main channel of 
the Guadalupe River eventually plugged the channel and made a cutoff swale.  
Shields et al. (2000) studied numerous historic cases of human perturbations of lowland 
river channels and occurrences of valley plugs. According to his research, despite the advances in 
river management, the removal of blocks of plugs triggers a new type of erosion with excessive 
sediment transport. Thus, consideration to escape from the cycle should be taken by adapting 
land use objectives and policies to the hydrologic regime or by a variety of structural approaches.  
    Clear Branch Creek of the Middle Fork of the Hood River in Oregon experienced a 
sediment plug during flood in 1996 (Hickman 2001). The cause of the plug was attributed to 
flooding and other human activities, but, the specific river mechanics processes resulting in 
sediment plugs have not been developed.  
Sediment plugs in the Middle Rio Grande occurred four times over the last two decades 
and various authors have studied the plug formation. The cause of the plugs has been known as 
the decrease of sediment transport capacity with significant loss of water to overbank areas. The 
observed sediment plugs developed within a matter of weeks and the main channel aggraded up 
to the bank crest, causing water delivery stoppage through the main channel. Water delivery to 
downstream states (e.g., Texas) and Mexico is an international issue, thus the understanding of 
the plug occurrence and sustainable river management became a top priority for river engineers.  
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Boroughs (2005) studied the sediment plugs in the Tiffany area and suggested PLGNUM 
as the criteria for plug development based on a function of the independent variables. 
Reclamation (2011) studied the sediment plug formation in the Bosque Reach located 14 miles 
upstream from the Tiffany area and prepared various river maintenance plans including the 
Bosque del Apache Sediment Plug Management.  
 
2.1.2 River maintenance in the Middle Rio Grande 
Alluvial rivers tend to adjust their gradient, planform, and cross-sectional geometry 
toward a state of dynamic equilibrium (Schumm 1977).  The Rio Grande has a complex 
geomorphic and geologic history (Belcher 1975) and one of the highest sediment loads of any 
river in the world (Baird 1998). The Middle Rio Grande (MRG) consistently tends to move 
forward to cause changes in channel morphology, including width, thalweg elevation and slope, 
attaining long-term river equilibrium (Lagasse 1980; Leόn 1998; Bauer 2000; Richard 2001). 
The river channel has been drastically changed, both vertically and laterally, due to man-made 
river infrastructure, reservoir water level variations, and ensuing upstream delta sediment 
deposits (Makar et al. 2012). Sediment plugs need to be investigated by understanding historic 
changes in this river. Reclamation maintenance programs for the Middle Rio Grande have 
focused on providing effective transport of water and sediment to Elephant Butte Reservoir, 
reducing channel aggradation and degradation, protecting riverside structures and facilities, and 
providing improved habitat for the endangered species (Reclamation 2007).  
The channel bed has aggraded and degraded depending on the relative magnitude of the 
upstream sediment supply and sediment transport.  While most of the reach of interest has been 
gradually aggrading since the 1930s (Reclamation 2007), degradation associated with the low 
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levels of the Elephant Butte Reservoir caused upstream head-cutting at low water stages 
(USACE 1989; Reclamation 1998).  
Channel aggradation causes the reduction of overall hydraulic capacity. During the high 
reservoir storage period from 1979 to the late 1990’s, sediment deposited upstream of the 
reservoir pool (Figure 2.1). Due to the channel bed rising during this period, the hydraulic 
capacity of  the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe railroad bridge (the San Marcial Railroad 
Bridge) was drastically decreased.  The bed accretion restricted releases from the Cochiti Dam 
upstream (Reclamation 2007). 
 
Figure 2.1. Temporal change in channel bed elevation (Reclamation, 2011) 
Conversely, there have been cases of increased hydraulic capacity. A bankfull discharge at the 
San Acacia diversion dam (Agg/Deg 1,207) increases from 3,600 to 9,100 cfs (Mussetter 
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Engineering Inc. 2002). The increased hydraulic capacity resulted from the channel degradation 
by the operation of San Acacia Dam.  
The downstream reach, which is under the influence of backwater effects from Elephant 
Butte reservoir, has had greater hydraulic capacity at low reservoir levels and ensuing upstream 
directional incision than at high levels.  
As the river has been confined to the west side of the floodplain by the levee to protect 
the low-flow conveyance channel, the aggradation of the river bed in the San Marcial area has 
perched in a narrow strip along the floodplain.  The head difference between the perched river 
bed and the low-flow channel caused cracking and occasional water piping through the 
embankment (Gorbach 1999).  
Amongst the geomorphological changes in this river, sediment plugs and delta deposits 
have caused severe water delivery issues.  The MRG was clogged by a sediment plug in 1991, 
1995 and 2005 in the Tiffany area and in 2008 in the Bosque Reach. These sediment plugs 
caused water to spread over large areas and significantly diminished flow to the downstream 
reservoir. Although the maintenance activities were not cost effective, mechanical removal of 
sediment deposits was necessary on a continuing basis to maintain channel capacity 
(Reclamation 2007).  
In and around the alluvial delta just upstream of the Elephant Butte Reservoir, temporary 
channel maintenance has continued to promote effective water delivery (Padilla et al. 2010). 
Presently, without continual maintenance, sediment will deposit in the main channel and at the 
upstream end of the reservoir, which causes the river not to reach the reservoir pool.  
A varying water table affects the riparian vegetation; stress and mortality of the riparian 
vegetation has obvious negative implications for endangered species habitat.  
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2.1.3 Possible causing factors 
Diehl (1994) demonstrated that valley plugs typically form at locations where the 
sediment transport capacity of the stream decreases in the downstream direction to the point that 
the stream cannot deliver the sediment load. Shields (2000) reported that a sediment plug forms 
whenever there is a discontinuity in sediment or woody conveyance. Boroughs (2005) 
investigated historic sediment plugs including the Tiffany plugs and identified that the main 
cause of sediment plugs in the Middle Rio Grande was the constriction and expansion of the 
river channel that caused flow to overtop the banks during flood events. Shrimpton and Julien 
(2012) framed hypotheses that vertical sediment distribution, backwater effects from bridges, 
low bank height, local variation in channel width, channel perching, reservoir levels, changes in 
channel slope, cycles of droughts and floods, duration and magnitude of spring runoff, and 
coarsening of bed material might cause plugs to form. In spite of these investigations, the 
mechanics of sediment plug formation in the Middle Rio Grande have not been fully examined.  
2.1.4 Reclamation’s endeavors 
Reclamation (2007) established the Middle Rio Grande River Maintenance Plan to assess 
the current maintenance strategies and to seek potential new strategies. In this voluminous plan, a 
sediment plug was selected as one of four major maintenance problems of priority.  
Tetra Tech (2010) studied the recurring conditions of plug formation and indicated that 
the physical characteristics of the Bosque Reach are in place for future sediment plugs. 
Reclamation (2011) carried out Bosque del Apache Sediment Plug Baseline Studies and prepared 
Bosque del Apache Sediment Plug Management: Alternatives Analysis. The analysis classified 
alternatives into five types of river maintenance activities.   
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Lai (2012) at the Technical Service Center of the Bureau of Reclamation predicted a 
sediment plug on the Rio Grande with the SRH-2D Model. In addition to these river 
management planning and researches, various monitoring and inter-agency cooperation are being 
executed to alleviate the future sediment plug. 
 
2.1.5 Cooperative project of CSU with Reclamation 
This has led the Bureau of Reclamation (Reclamation), in conjunction with Colorado 
State University (CSU), to undertake studies, including: (1) overbank analysis modeling (Bender 
et al. 2011); (2) sustainable width analysis (Park et al. 2011); (3) literature review and conceptual 
assessment (Park et al. 2011); and (4) mechanics of sediment plugs (Park et al. 2012). 
Bender et al. (2011) evaluated the channel conveyance in the Bosque del Apache Reach 
and suggested that generally the bank-full discharge has been decreased and the channel width of 
bank-full discharge has widened over time.  
Park et al. (2011) estimated the sediment transport capacity of the reaches where 
sediment plugs occurred and described that the widening of the reaches decreased the sediment 
transport capacity and accelerated sediment plug formation in the river.  In order to investigate 
the mechanics of sediment plug formation, Park et al. (2012) developed a 1-D numerical model 
that incorporates the sediment concentration profile as well as aggradation/degradation in the 
main channel and overbank areas (Figure 2.2). There is still a need to investigate the mechanics 
of sediment plugs associated with the relationship between various suspended sediment 




Figure 2.2. Vertical sediment concentration profile (Park and Julien, 2012) 
 
2.2 MECHANICS OF SEDIMENT PLUG FORMATION 
2.2.1 Sediment Transport Capacity 
The natural processes of erosion, transport, and sedimentation of solid particles can lead 
to significant engineering and environmental problems.  Sediment particles at a given stream 
cross section must have been eroded somewhere in the watershed and transported by flow from 
the place of erosion to the cross section (Knighton 1988). The fundamental cause of most 
channel and floodplain adjustments is an imbalance between sediment supply and transport 
capacity (Reclamation 2006).   
 




Sediment transport capacity, which is defined as the maximum load of sediment that a 
determined flow rate can carry by the river under a given flow, sediment, and channel conditions, 
is the basic concept in determining detachment and deposition processes in the current process-
based erosion model framework (Huang et al. 2011; Reclamation 2012).  
Specific parameters that control the transport capacity of the stream include channel 
geometry, width, depth, shape, wetted perimeter, alignment, slope, vegetation, roughness, 
velocity distribution, tractive force, turbulence, and uniformity of discharge.  The sediment 
transport capacity under unlimited sediment supply can be determined as a function of hydraulic 
variables and the shape of the stream cross-section (Julien 2010). 
In practice, there are two approaches to determine the sediment transport capacity. The 
first is to develop a sediment rating curve (relationship between flow and sediment discharge) 
based on sediment transport measurements in the field. The second, which was utilized in this 
study, is to compute the sediment transport capacity using published sediment transport 
equations.  
For the first approach, Leόn (2003) evaluated the applicability of a rating curve method 
by computing the incoming sediment load to the channel with the bed material rating curves 
developed at San Acacia and San Marcial gages. The incoming sediment loads from the rating 
curves and the potential transport rates from Yang's (1973) equation were not in balance, thus 
this approach is not applicable to this reach of interest. 
For the second approach, numerous sediment transport formulas have been proposed, but 
none of the published transport equations can determine the total load. For a practical purpose, 
comparison of the results from several formulas with field observations leads to choosing the 
most appropriate equation at a given location (Julien 2010).  
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The formulas can be classified into several categories depending on the fundamental 
approaches: equations based on advection, equations based on the energy concept, and graphical 
and empirical methods based on regression analysis (Julien 2010).  
Most research with respect to sedimentation modeling in the Middle Rio Grande used the 
Engelund-Hansen equation (1972) and Yang’s equation (1973). Huang et al. (2010) used 
Engelund-Hansen’s 1972 equation and Yang’s 1973 sand equation for 2009 historical bed 
elevation trends and hydraulic modeling from San Antonio to Elephant Butte Reservoir. Lai 
(2012) used the Engelund-Hansen capacity equation for predicting channel morphology 
upstream of Elephant Butte Reservoir on the Middle Rio Grande. Leόn (2002) and Borough 
(2005) used Yang’s equation for their dissertation research. Yang's (1973) sediment transport 
equation has been used in sediment transport modelling in the upper end of Elephant Butte 
Reservoir. Its results are in good agreement with field measured transport rates (Leόn 2003; 
Borough 2005).  
Leόn (2003) compared existing sediment transport equations with field sediment 
discharge measurement in the Middle Rio Grande (Figure 2.4), and showed that most of the 
equations are in reasonable agreement with sediment discharge at high flows when the sediment 
plugs occurred. Among these equations, Yang’s equation (1973) and Julien’s equation were used 
in Leόn’s research. Firstly, Yang’s equation has been developed based on the MRG sedimentation 
data set and Reclamation has used this equation for river maintenance planning and future river 
bed simulations in the MRG. Therefore, this equation was used in analytical calculation and 
numerical simulations to investigate the mechanics of sediment plug development. On the other 
hand, Julien’s equation provides dimensionless sediment discharge based on the Shield’s 
parameter, and the bed load equation was used in the analytical derivation owing to its simplicity 




Figure 2.4. Sediment transport capacity versus sediment discharge in the MRG (Leόn, 2002) 
 
2.2.2 Analytical descriptions of river response 
Numerous researches have been conducted to characterize channel response to changes in 
water and sediment discharge and to obtain a unique channel configuration, based on the 
extremal hypothesis that a channel adjusts to convey the maximum possible bed-load, given the 
slope, water discharge and sediment size, or to carry the sediment load with the available 
discharge on the lowest possible slope (Ferguson 1986). 
Kirkby (1977) pioneered a quantitative approach with the hypothesis of maximum 
sediment efficiency, which indicates that rivers will adjust to carry the sediment load imposed 
upon them as efficiently as possible in the medium term. Kirkby (1977) used the Meyer-Peter 
and Müller equation for bed-load transport, the Darcy-Weisbach resistance equation and the 
continuity equation to develop a set of curves that represent the relationship between sediment 
concentration and channel slope, depth, and grain size.  
Middle Rio Grande 
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Chang (1979) introduced the hypothesis of minimum stream power in alluvial channels 
based on the theorem of least work. An alluvial channel with given water discharge and sediment 
inflow tends to establish its width, depth, and slope such that the stream power or slope is a 
minimum. Chang (1979) also pointed out that possible multiple channel geometries with 
identical water discharge and sediment load must be associated with different flow regimes, 
stream-bed roughness, velocity, etc. He used the Engelund-Hansen resistance formula, the Lacey 
resistance equation, and three different sediment transport equations (DuBoys, Engelund-Hansen, 
and Einstein-Brown), and developed slope-width curves for different water discharge and 
sediment load values that reflect two minimum slopes: one for the lower regime and another for 
the upper regime.  
White et al. (1982) analytically demonstrated that extreme values of the sediment 
concentration lead to extreme values for the slope. White et al. (1982) used Ackers and White 
sediment transport theory, and the frictional characteristics were computed using the White, Paris, 
and Bettess linear relationship between mobility factors related to total shear stress and to 
effective shear stress.  
Huang and Nanson (2000) solved the problem of indeterminacy of channel adjustment by 
reducing the number of dependent variables to three (width to depth ratio, slope, and velocity) 
and using three basic equations ; continuity, Lacey's resistance equation, and DuBoys' sediment 
transport formula. Huang and Nanson (2000) identified an optimum condition for sediment 
transport by adjusting the width/depth ratio for given flow discharge, channel slope and sediment 
size. The optimum condition is maintained in the range of 2.5 to 30 for the width to depth ratio. 
Julien and Wargadalam (1995) and Huang and Nanson (1995) developed the optimum condition 
for sediment transport, revealing high levels of consistency with the downstream hydraulic 
geometry equations.  
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Carson and Griffiths (1987) noticed that the existence of a peak in the sediment load-
width relationship is due to the inclusion of a threshold shear stress in the transport equations. 
Carson and Griffiths (1987) also noticed that different researchers have used different sediment 
transport and resistance equations, and all of the equations include a threshold shear stress. 
Carson and Griffths (1987) found that the optimum width for maximum sediment transport will 
emerge if the three equations developed by Einstein-Brown are used, because these equations 
represent the curvilinear nature of the data. Furthermore, Carson and Griffiths (1987) show that 
an optimum width for a maximum sediment transport exists in all cases when c > m, assuming 





 ) and m is the exponent of the excess shear stress factor in the sediment 
transport equation. The width is B, the flow depth is D, the friction factor is n, the water 
discharge is Q, and the slope is S. 
Chitale (2003) and Leόn (2003) developed an analytical description of the slope versus 
width and width-depth ratio of channels in equilibrium under steady state input water and 
sediment discharges. These relationships indicate that an increase in channel width will require 
an increase in channel slope to satisfy continuity of sediment transport. The analytical solution of 
the width ratio versus the slope ratio for large widths is in good agreement with the laboratory 
flume data and field measurements of the Middle Rio Grande (Leόn et al., 2009). 
2.2.3 Sediment concentration profiles 
If flows of an alluvial river exit the main channel and spill into the overbank areas, the 
vertical sediment distribution determines the fraction of sediment load lost to the overbank areas, 
which has a significant impact on erosion and deposition in the main channel (Boroughs 2005, 
Reclamation 2011).  
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If a significant amount of the flow is lost to the overbank but less sediment is being 
carried at the top of the water column, the sediment load is not reduced by the same proportion 
as the loss to the sediment transport capacity. As a result, deposition is induced. While the link 
between deposition in the main channel and the loss of flow to the overbank areas has not been 
well documented, there has been extensive study of the vertical distribution of suspended 
sediment. 
One of the more commonly used relationships is the Rouse equation (Julien 1995). 
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If a state of equilibrium is to obtain, this rate of settling must exactly equal the rate at 
which the material is lifted by the turbulence; thus, 
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Integrating Equation 2.2 leads to the general expression. 
𝑐 = 𝑐𝑜𝑒
−𝜔 /𝜖𝑧                                     (2.3) 
Vanoni (1946, 1975) and Ismail (1952) proposed that the vertical dispersion coefficient 
(  ) can be expressed as a function of the momentum exchange coefficient (  ) and the factor 
of proportionality   (=  /  )   
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The stress resulting from the momentum transport will vary with the gradient of both 
density and velocity,  
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Therefore, substitution of Equation 2.4 and 2.5 to Equation 2.3 leads to the following 
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𝑅𝑜 =
𝜔
     
                                (2.7) 
where C is the concentration at elevation z, Ca represents the reference sediment 
concentration at a reference elevation “a (η in original Rouse equation)” above the bed elevation, 
z is the elevation above a reference elevation, h is the flow depth, Ro is the Rouse number, ω is 
the particle fall velocity, βs is the ratio of the turbulent mixing coefficient of sediment to the 
momentum exchange coefficient, κ is the von Kármán constant, and u* is the shear velocity.  
This equation is referred to as the Rouse equation (1938). As a Rouse number increases, 
a greater fraction of the sediment will be transported on the bed (Figures 2.5-2.6). Conversely, as 
the Rouse number decreases, suspended load would be dominant (Julien 2010; Woo 2001).  
  




Figure 2.6. Ratio of suspended to total load versus ratio of shear to fall velocities (Julien, 2010) 
Vanoni (1946) and Vanoni et al.(1957) derived the vertical distribution of relative 
concentration C/Ca compared with results from the Rouse equation for wide range of stream size 
and Rouse numbers. Einstein and Chien (1954) compared measured and calculated Rouse 
number and found that for low Rouse number, calculated values show good agreement with 
measured Rouse number, while for large Ro number greater than 1, calculation tends to be 
greater than measurement. Nordin and Dempster (1963) used samples of suspended sediment 
and measurements of 3 points in a vertical and defined sediment concentration profiles for cross 
sections of Rio Grande. They found that the suspended sediment is distributed more uniformly 
than conventional theory predicts due to flow regime, size of bed material, and the effect of 
concentration of suspended fine materials.  Also, they derived values for the Middle Rio Grande: 
a value of 1.15 corresponds with a mean particle size of 0.25 mm.  
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Mofjeld and Lavelle(1988),  Woo and Julien (1988), Williams (1989), Hay and Sheng 
(1992), Homes and Garcia (2002), Kim (2003), Nagy et al. (2002), and Liu et al. (2007) also 
applied various technologies to investigate the vertical concentration profiles in rivers.  
Research with respect to sediment concentration has been focused on vertical and lateral 
concentration distribution, but vertical sediment concentration profiles on overbank areas have 
not been investigated so far. 
 
2.2.4 Numerical simulation 
Most of the sediment transport models used in river engineering are one dimensional, 
especially those used for a long-term simulation of a long river reach. One-dimensional models  
are usually based on the same conservation principles as the multi-dimensional models; the 
conservation of mass and momentum (SimÕ es and Yang 2006). 
Conservation of mass and momentum can be respectively expressed as: 



















+ 𝑔𝐴(𝑆𝑓 − 𝑆𝑜) = 0        (2.9) 
where A = cross-sectional area of the flow, Q = water discharge, ql = lateral inflow per 
unit length, g = gravitational acceleration, Sf = friction slope, So = bed slope, β = momentum 
correction coefficient, ℎ = water depth, t = time, and x = spatial distance. 
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With these governing equations, numerical techniques, and proper boundary conditions, 
numerical solutions will be determined. Figure 2.7 shows a general analysis procedure for 






Figure 2.7. Procedure of river bed analysis (modified from Woo, 2002) 
Numerous recent studies have developed or applied various numerical models to simulate 
river bed changes. Recent studies (Boroughs et al. 2005, 2011; Lai 2009, 2012; Tetra Tech 2010) 
have investigated the parameters associated with sediment plug formation on the Rio Grande.  
Yang et al. (2005) developed the Generalized Stream Tube model for Alluvial River 
Simulation (GSTARS 1.0) and Huang et al. (2003) applied this numerical model to the stretch of 
the Rio Grande from San Acacia Diversion Dam to Elephant Butte Reservoir, predicting 
transport and bed evolution in the river. To predict the erosion and deposition in the same cross 
section, the river was divided into three sub-channels; main channel and left and right 
floodplains. 
Boroughs (2005) developed a 1-D numerical model, the Sediment Plug formation in 
Alluvial Rivers (SPAR), to evaluate his plug formation theory. A criterion for sediment plug 
formation, PLGNUM, was suggested as a function of slope, porosity, the exponent in total 
sediment load power function, the Rouse number, and the change to main channel cross-sectional 
area. Boroughs (2005) applied the SPAR model to the Tiffany Junction Reach to simulate the 
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sediment plugs in 1991 and 1995 and found that the total sediment load exceeded the historical 
average daily load with significant overbank flow. The prolonged high flow periods caused 
sediment deposition and led to sediment plug development.  
Huang et. al (2003) used the 1-D sediment transport model (SRH-1D) to simulate the 
future channel bed response to river geometry with and without channelization. Huang and 
Makar (2010) applied the SRH-1D model to simulate the historic degradation in the Bosque del 
Apache National Wildlife Refuge that is due to base level lowering from the drop in pool 
elevation of Elephant Butte Reservoir combined with the high flows since 2004. The study also 
provided the potential future degradation at several locations of the Refuge. 
Lai (2012) carried out sedimentation simulations to evaluate the channel morphology of 
the river reach upstream of the Elephant Butte Reservoir on the Rio Grande using a two 
dimensional mobile-bed simulation model, SRH-2D. 
However, there are concerns that a number of important plug formation processes were 
overly simplified or ignored, thus limiting the model to a specific site with minimal predictive 
capabilities (Lai 2009).  The ability to spatially and temporally predict future plug formation is 
of low resolution due to changes in channel and floodplain morphology over time and the 
uncertain nature of hydrology (Tetra Tech 2010). 
 
2.3 SUMMARY 
Sediment plugs in the Middle Rio Grande occurred 4 times over the last 20 years in spite 
of continuous river maintenance by Reclamation. These plugs are possibly caused by the changes 
in channel width, but the mechanics of sediment plug formation are not fully understood.       
Thus, understanding plug formation mechanics by deriving analytical relationships and by 
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developing a 1-D numerical model that incorporates various causing factors including the 
sediment concentration profile and the aggradation/degradation in the main channel and 
overbank areas, is pursued.  
Various sediment transport capacity equations have been published, but Yang’s (1973) 
equation has been qualified for sedimentation modeling in the Middle Rio Grande. This equation 
was used to calculate the total sediment discharge at cross sections in the reach of interest.  
Analytical approaches to characterize channel response have been conducted over time. 
In order to understand the river response to flow and sedimentation changes, an analytical 
description with respect to width, width/depth ratio, sediment discharge, and sediment 
concentration needs to be determined. Concentration profiles can be determined by the Rouse 
equation, which has been validated as a physically reasonable formula to represent vertical 
sediment distribution.  
Numerous studies have developed and applied numerical models, but sedimentation 
simulations have been focused on river bed changes in the main channel. Since there is no proper 
numerical model to calculate the sediment concentration, overbank flow, and other factors, a 
numerical model needs to be developed to prove the effect of each causing factor on sediment 
plug formation and to simulate historic sediment plugs. For calibration and verification of the 








CHAPTER 3 SITE DESCRIPTION 
  
3.1 RIO GRANDE 
The Rio Grande is about 1900 miles long, making it one of the longest rivers in the 
United States (Kammerer 1990). It forms high in the Rocky Mountains of southern Colorado and 
flows southeast toward the Gulf of Mexico, passing through New Mexico and along the border 
between Texas and Mexico on its way to the Gulf of Mexico (USGS Geographic Name 
Information System). The entire Middle Rio Grande extends from Cochiti Dam to Elephant 
Butte Reservoir, which is 180 miles long. Figure 3.1 shows a map of the Rio Grande and the 
Middle Rio Grande. 
 
Figure 3.1. The Middle Rio Grande and hydraulic structures (US. Fish and wildlife Service) 
Human activities such as farming, hunting, ranching, mining, logging, stream 
impoundment, and recreation, have had an impact on ecosystem’s structure, including the river 
system, for thousands of years, especially after European settlement from the late 15th century 
(Finch 1995). 
Then Middle Rio Grande 
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The reach of interest, the Middle Rio Grande, has experienced dramatic 
geomorphological and river mechanical changes. As part of the Middle Rio Grande Project, the 
San Acacia Diversion Dam was constructed in 1934.  The dam caused rapid channel incision 
downstream of the dam (Bauer 2006).  While the reach spanning from Arroyo de las Cañas to 
the city of San Antonio is mostly stable, the riverbed downstream of this reach has aggraded, 
maintaining a wide, braided, shallow channel planform with a sand bed.  In locations where 
significant construction efforts exist, such as channelization, Low Flow Conveyance Channel 
(LFCC), and pilot channels through the floodplains, the channel widths are significantly 
narrower and floodplains are vegetated (Reclamation 2007).  The Elephant Butte temporary 
channel has been maintained to ensure continuous surface water flow to the Elephant Butte 
Reservoir.  Without the maintenance activities, the upstream end of the reservoir would see 
significant deposition repeatedly (Tetra tech 2003). 
 
3.2 CLIMATE 
Weather records dating from the late 19th century to the present indicate that most of the 
region is a continental plateau with arid to semi-arid climate. Salient characteristics include an 
average annual precipitation below 15 inches; high solar radiation; low relative humidity; 
moderate, but wide ranges of diurnal/nocturnal and seasonal temperatures; and high evaporation 
and transpiration rates (Finch et al. 1995). Precipitation fluctuates widely about the mean, and 
most summer rain is of high intensity and associated with thunderstorms. Average annual 
precipitation ranges from 7.25 inches at Pena Blanca to 8.31 inches at Las Cruces (Gabin and 
Lesperance 1977). Mean monthly (July) high temperatures for the Rio Abajo range from 76.2° F 
at Pena Blanca to 82.2° F at Las Cruces.  
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Mean lows (December) for these two locations are 31.1° F and 37.6° F. Floods, due either 
to spring runoff resulting from the melting mountain  snowpack  or  from  intense summer  
rains, have played a significant environmental  role  in the Rio Grande's hydrology and  
associated  land-use  activities during  the historic  period. Before the construction of major 
flood control structures on the upper Rio Grande and major tributaries in the 1930s, late spring 
and summer flooding of stream valleys was common (Figure 3.2). Historic droughts damaged or 
destroyed crops and rangelands, devastated wildlife populations, and depleted water supplies. 
Historical documentation from the mid-seventeenth century to the late 19th century corroborates 
analyses of more recent detailed weather records, which suggest the occurrence of a major 
drought in the region every 20 to 25 years (Tuan et al. 1973). These periodic droughts, increasing 
use of surface and ground waters, and intensive grazing have generally resulted in dramatic 
changes in the flora.  
 
Figure 3.2. Rio Grande floods and droughts (Modified After Makar 2011, Pers. Comm.) 
 











3.3 GEOMORPHIC CHANGES 
Changes in hydrology and sediment supply, as well as man-made modifications have 
caused significant changes in the morphology of the Middle Rio Grande between Cochiti Dam 
and Elephant Butte Reservoir. Man-made interventions including, importations of water, the 
water-supply and flood-control reservoirs, diversion structures on the river, the flood-control 
project and the water conveyance project, have been to cause changes in channel width, thalweg 
elevation,  the ability of the river to migrate laterally, the capacity of the channel, and hence the 
frequency of overbank flooding, local sediment storage and bar morphology, and bed-material 
composition reported (Lagasse 1980; Leόn 1998; Bauer 2000; Richard 2001; Smith et al. 2001).  
The channel of the Middle Rio Grande has narrowed. The narrowing began prior to the 
closure of Cochiti Dam, and may be the result of reduced sediment delivery from tributaries, as 
well as water diversions and engineering structures (Carter 1955; Dewey et al. 1979; Graf 1994; 
Lagasse 1994).  
The channel of the Middle Rio Grande has deepened (Reclamation 1998).  Degradation 
is probably the result of reduced sediment loads and channel narrowing (Lagasse 1994). The 
Middle Rio Grande has changed from a braided channel to a single channel as a result of reduced 
bed load (Culbertson and Dawdy 1964; Graf 1994; Lagasse 1994). Sediment characteristics vary 
from reach to reach of the Middle Rio Grande as a result of tributary influences (Culbertson et al. 
1972; Graf 1994; Nordin and Beverage 1963; Rittenhouse 1944). 
Figure 3.3 shows that the channel of the MRG around the Bosque plug location has 
narrowed between 1935 and 2008. And the channel around the Tiffany plug location has been 




      
Figure 3.3 Morphological changes around Bosque plug (a) 1935 (b) 2008 
       






3.4 SEDIMENT PLUGS 
The river channel spanning from the Bosque del Apache Wildlife Refuge to the Elephant 
Butte Reservoir has been drastically changed, both vertically and laterally, due to man-made 
river infrastructure, reservoir water level variations, and ensuing upstream delta sediment 
deposits. Amongst them, sediment plugs and delta deposits must have caused severe water 
delivery issues.  The MRG was clogged by sediment plugs in 1991, 1995, and 2005 in the 
Tiffany area and in 2008 in the Bosque Reach (Table 3.1).  
Table 3.1. Sediment plug formations in the Middle Rio Grande (Reclamation, 2010) 






June 17, 1991 Tiffany Junction ~RM 70 1.0 Agg/Deg 1683 
July 1, 1995 Tiffany Junction ~RM 70 5.0 Agg/Deg 1683 
May 15, 2005 Tiffany Junction ~RM 70 5.0 Agg/Deg 1683 
May 17, 2008 BDANWR ~RM 81-82 1.7 Agg/Deg 1531~1550 
 
These sediment plugs (Figure 3.5a) caused water to spread over large areas and 
significantly diminished flow to the downstream reservoir. Mechanical removals of sediment 
deposits (Figure 3.5b) were necessary on a continuing basis to maintain channel capacity 
(Reclamation 2007). Without continual maintenance, sediment will deposit in the main channel 
and at the upstream end of the reservoir, which causes the river not to reach the reservoir pool. 
      




3.5 STUDY REACH AND SUBREACHES 
The sections of the Middle Rio Grande examined in this study include the Bosque del 
Apache Reach (for Bosque plug) and Elephant Butte Reach (for Tiffany plugs), which are 
identified officially by Reclamation based on the presence of geologic and geomorphic controls.  
The Bosque Reach spans 22.9 miles on the Middle Rio Grande, extending from Arroyo 
de las Canas (River Mile 95.3), which lies 8.2 river miles north of the US Highway 380 Bridge, 
to the south boundary of the Bosque del Apache National Wildlife Refuge (Refuge). Based on 
the assessment of channel elevations, channel slope, channel widths, and planform, the reach was 
divided into four sub-reaches. There is a USGS stream-flow gauge, San Acacia Gauge (USGS 
08354900), just downstream from the San Acacia Diversion Dam. Flow discharge data are 
available from 1958 to present on real time basis. Within this reach, a sediment plug formed in 
2008 around the Refuge, which is in the sub-reach 3, from Agg/Deg line 1531 to 1550.  
Elephant Butte Reach stretches about 30 miles, the beginning from the south boundary of 
the Bosque del Apache National Wildlife Refuge (River Mile 73.9) to Elephant Butte Reservoir 
(River Mile 44.65).   Based on the same conditions with those of Bosque sub-reaches, this 
reach was divided into six sub-reaches with same criteria. There is another stream-flow gauge, 
San Marcial Floodway Gauge (USGS 08358400), 2 miles downstream from the starting location 
of the historic Tiffany sediment plugs. Discharge data from 1949 to present are available, and 
San Acacia and San Marcial gauges provide this research with the flow discharges and 
sedimentation data. Sediment plugs occurred in 1991 just downstream Agg/Deg 1683 in the sub-
reach 6 and extended 5 miles upstream to around Tiffany junction. Figure 3.6 shows the location 
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Tiffany plugs 1991-1995, 2005 
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CHAPTER 4 AVAILABLE DATA AND PLUG CAUSING FACTORS 
  
In this chapter, available data for analytical derivations and numerical simulations are 
described. Section 4.1 describes the geometric characteristics in terms of width, depth, perching, 
longitudinal profile, and slope. Flow characteristics, flow discharge and resistance to flow are 
described in section 4.2. Sediment characteristics are presented in Section 4.3. 
4.1 GEOMETRIC DATA 
Cross section geometry data were obtained from the overbank flow analysis (Bender et al. 
2011) and Elephant Butte Reach report (Owen et al. 2011). Cross sections were prepared using 
HEC-RAS 4.1.0 models developed by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. For sediment plug 
simulation, the 1992 and 2002 channel geometry files provided by Reclamation were used. Cross 
sections based on Agg/Deg line are spaced approximately 500 ft apart for most cross sections 
and 2,000-9,000 ft for cross sections in the reservoir area. The HEC-RAS model for 1992 does 
not contain geometry data at every Agg/Deg line, whereas the 2002 HEC-RAS model contains 
geometry data at nearly every Agg/Deg line. The thalweg was delineated in ArcGIS using aerial 
photographs for each year. Cross section data from the Bosque Reach and the Elephant Butte 
Reach were combined together into one HEC-RAS model by importing Elephant Butte Reach 
data and attaching downstream to the Bosque Reach data. The resulting 266 cross sections in 
1992 and 404 cross sections in 2002 are available to this study. 
4.1.1 Channel widths 
Two types of channel width definition were used in this study: (1) active channel widths, 
which were determined by measuring the distance between the vegetation growths on each 
riverbank; and (2) channel width, which includes active channel and flood plains. 
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The left and right bank-lines in Figure 4.1 were delineated along vegetation boundaries. 
The active channel width was determined from the width within the main channel at the bankfull 
discharge. The channel width was determined from the top width of the HEC-RAS model at 
various flow discharges above the bankfull discharge (Figure 4.2). 
 
Figure 4.1. Cross section geometry obtained from HEC-RAS model 
 











With consistent river maintenance and nature’s adjustment, the main channel width has 
narrowed over time (Figure 4.3). Compared with 1992 channel widths, 2002 channel widths 
decreased 11% on average. The channel width around the historic Bosque plug location   
decreased 77%, which was greatest in the study reach. Figure 4.4 shows the narrowing trend at 
the Tiffany plug location.  
 
Figure 4.3. Changes in bankfull widths between 1992 and 2002 
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Change = (W2002 – W1992) 
          W1992 
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4.1.2 Channel depths and perching 
Channel depth is the height between the main channel bottom and bank crest. As the 
cross sections in the main channel were assumed to be rectangular in HEC-RAS model, the 
channel depth in this study was the hydraulic mean depth, which is defined by the area of the 
flow section divided by top width of the flow surface (Figure 4.5). 
   
Figure 4.5. Hydraulic mean depth (USBR, 2001) 
The channel depth has decreased 51% (Figure 4.6). The channel width also decreased  
11% on average. Around the Bosque sediment plug location, average depths decreased 64%. On 
the other hand, the bank depths at the Tiffany plug location have increased over time.  
 
Figure 4.6. Changes in Bank Depths between 1992 and 2002 
Bottom  
elevation 
Change = (H2002 – H1992) 





The changes in bed elevations between 1992 and 2002 (Figure 4.7) show that the average 
bed elevation has increased 3.7 ft and the bed elevation aggradation around the Bosque plug 
location was significant. Between Agg/Deg 1590 and Agg/Deg 1640, the aggradation was less.  
This channel bed aggradation has resulted in a perched river in this downstream reaches 
of the Middle Rio Grande. A perched channel is obtained when the main channel bed elevation is 
higher than the floodplain elevation, thus leading to poor connectivity of flow and discharge. The 
difference between the channel bed elevation and the lowest elevation of the floodplain ranges 
from 0 to 2.5 ft in 1992 and from 0 to 8 ft in 2002. Figures 4.8 and 4.9 show that the perching 
ratios in the Bosque and Tiffany area were 13% in 1992 and 87% (a 74% increase) in 2002, 
respectively. The downstream sub-reaches have been perched more than the upstream sub-
reaches. The Bosque Reach was perched by 1.5 ft, while the Tiffany plug reach was perched by 5 
ft. From the observation of temporal changes of perching and channel aggradation, the 
relationship between the perching and sediment plug formation needs to be derived for 
application to the MRG plug formation.  
 
Figure 4.7. Changes in channel bed elevations between 1992 and 2002 
Change = (H2002 – H1992) 




Figure 4.8. Channel bed elevation and perching in 1992 
 
 Figure 4.9. Channel bed elevation and perching in 2002 
No perching 
perched 
Active channel Floodplain 
A 
B 
Perching height (ΔP) 
Active channel Floodplain 
A 
B 
Perching height (ΔP) 
 
Perching =  Perched subreahes(ft) 
ratio          Total reach (ft) 
Perching =  Perched subreahes(ft) 
ratio         Total reach (ft) 
Aggradation / degradation line 
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4.1.3 Longitudinal profiles 
Figure 4.10 shows the historical sediment survey longitudinal profile, with reservoir 
sediment surveys completed in 1915, 1988, 1999, and 2007. There has been significant channel 
adjustment along the study reach. The downstream portion of this reach, including the reservoir 
area, generally has aggraded over time except for degradation during drought periods. The San 
Marcial Railroad Bridge (the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe railroad) had to be raised three 
times after more than 25 ft of channel bed aggradation. In contrast, the upstream portion of the 
reach, especially just downstream of the San Acacia Diversion Dam, has degraded systematically 
due to impoverished sediment flows from upstream dams. The locations downstream from the 
dam have been degraded about 12 ft over the past three decades (Reclamation 2007). Meanwhile, 
the bed elevation around Arroyo de Las Canas has remained relatively stable at this point; thus, 
this location, which is a hinge point for this study reach, can be used as the upstream geometric 
boundary condition for the numerical simulation, which is described in Chapter 8. 
 




Channel roughness contributes to the highest uncertainty in hydraulic modeling results. In 
this study, a single roughness coefficient was used, representing the flow characteristics of the 
main channel and floodplain areas.  For the evaluation of alternatives for the Rio Grande, a 
Manning n value of 0.017 was used for the main channel along the entire Tiffany Junction Reach 
based on previous estimates (Reclamation 2000). FLO Engineering (1995) computed a Manning 
n of 0.015-0.017 for cross-sections at the upstream portion of the Tiffany Junction Reach with 
data from 1993 and 1994 for flows ranging from 2,700 cfs to 5,400 cfs. In this study, the 
Manning n value provided by Reclamation was 0.017 ~ 0.024 in the main channel and 0.1 in 
floodplain areas (left and right overbank areas). Based on HEC-RAS data from combined cross 
section geometry, composite Manning n values for various flow-rates and flow years were 
computed (see Figure 4.11). The active channel width has not changed over time, but the 
representative Manning roughness has increased over time. Compared with 1992, channel 
roughness in 2002 increased 50%. For numerical simulation in Chapter 8, representative 
roughness of 0.027 was used. 
 





4.2 FLOW DATA 
Mean daily discharges from the San Marcial gauge (USGS 08358400) and the San Acacia 
gauge (USGS 08354900) were used for flow discharges in 1995 and 2008 when sediment plugs 
occurred. Figure 4.12 shows an example hydrograph for the San Acacia and San Marcial gauges 
for the year 1999 to demonstrate typical double peaks of flow discharge on the Middle Rio 
Grande: The first peak occurs during snow melt periods between mid-May and the end of June, 
and the second peak occurs in August during the rainfall season. The four sediment plugs all 
occur from May to July, which is during the snowmelt season. 
 
Figure 4.12. Flow discharges in 1999  
Figures 4.13 and 4.14 show flow discharges of San Acacia and San Marcial gauges in 
1995 and 2008. Although there is no specific information associated with the timing of sediment 
plugs, reference documents showed that the channel was clogged over only several weeks. 
Therefore, based on the time when the sediment plugs were detected, about 1 month may be the 
duration of sedimentation. Comparison between San Acacia and San Marcial flow discharges 
showed a 13-20% water loss.  
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This average monthly flow loss was used to determine the weir coefficients of the broad-
crested weir equation when considering water losses to overbank areas during floods.  
 
Figure 4.13. Flow discharges in 1995 
 























Flow Discharges in 1995  
Flow discharges at San Acacia
Flow discharges at San Marcial
Tiffany plug 
Observed in 1995 
Average flow discharge : 4,600cfs 






















Flow discharges in 2008 
Flow discharges at San Acacia
Flow discharges at San Marcial
Bosque plug 
Observed  in 2008 
Average flow discharge  
      : 3,168cfs 
Average flow lost  : 20% 
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4.3 SEDIMENT DATA 
4.3.1 Particle size 
The bed material grain size distributions at San Acacia and San Marcial gauges were 
plotted to study general trends in bed material grain size along the channel and over time. Figure 
4.15 shows the grain size analyses from the Bosque Reach report (Paris et al. 2011) and Elephant 
Butte Reach report (Owen et al. 2011). Grain size distributions were plotted and median 
diameters of the bed material were determined for each sub-reach. Moving in the downstream 
direction, sediment tends to be finer (Figure 4.15). With time, the bed sediment has coarsened 
(Figure 4.16). The overall median diameter was 0.2 mm in 1992 to 0.23 mm in 2002. 
 
 







Figures 4.17 and 4.18 show the sediment size distributions at various times in a year in 
order to investigate the seasonal changes in sediment size. There is a clear difference between 
San Acacia and San Marcial in sediment size, but no significant relations between the seasonal 
sediment size and sediment plug formation.  
 
Figure 4.17. Seasonal changes in sediment sizes in 1991 
 
Figure 4.18. Seasonal changes in sediment sizes in 1995 
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4.3.2 Settling velocity  
Settling velocity is the one of key parameters to decide the sediment concentration and 
transport capacity, thus settling velocity for each grain size was determined using the following 
equation (Julien 2010). 
Settling velocity ω = 
8𝜐 
  
[(1 + 0 0139𝑑 
3)0 5 − 1] 
where 𝜐  is the kinematic viscosity of sediment mixture (m
2
/s), 𝑑  is the median 





 is the dimensionless sediment diameter. 
The kinematic viscosity can be expressed as a function of temperature as: 
𝜐 =
1 78 × 10−6𝑚2/𝑠
[1 + 0 0337𝑇𝑐




Figure 4.19. Water temperature and viscosity 
Water temperature ranges 3 to 35 degrees Celsius around a year: 25 degrees Celsius 
during Tiffany plug and 23 degrees Celsius during Bosque plug (Figure 4.19). Settling velocity 
ranges 0.01m/s to 0.05 m/s and average value 0.027m/s and 0.034m/s were used for Tiffany plug 
and Bosque plug simulations, respectively (Table 4.1). 
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4.3.3 Sediment transport capacity 
In practice, there are two approaches for determining sediment transport capacity. The 
first is to develop a sediment rating curve (relationship between flow and sediment discharge) 
based on sediment transport measurements in the field. The second, which was utilized in this 
study, is to compute sediment transport capacity using published sediment transport equations. 
Sediment transport capacity was calculated using Yang’s equation (2005, 2007) and Julien’s 
equations based on hydraulic characteristics for the two major reaches (Bosque, Elephant Butte), 
and 10 sub-reaches. Yang’s and Julien’s equations are as follows: 
  
  Yang’s method  (for sand) 
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Sub-reach 1992 2002 
1 (SO 1414) 0.040 0.046 
2 (SO 1471) 0.034 0.040 
3 (SO 1573) 





5 (SO 1641) 

















Overall 0.027 0.034 
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 Julien’s method 
 Qbv = 18W√𝑔𝑑 
3𝜏 











Sediment Transport Capacity for Sub-reaches 
Sediment transport capacity was computed for ten sub-reaches (four sub-reaches for the 
Bosque Reach and six sub-reaches for the Elephant Butte Reach). In the Bosque Reach, 5,000 cfs 
(141 m
3
/s) was used as a bank-full discharge. Sub-reach 3, where the sediment plug formed, had 
the lowest sediment transport capacity among the four sub-reaches in Bosque Reach (Figure 
4.20). This means that the sediment supply from the upstream sub-reach exceeds the transport 
capacity downstream, leading to sediment deposits at sub-reach 3.  
 








subreach 1 subreach 2 subreach 3 subreach 4















where V,Vc : mean and critical velocity (m/s) 
 Ω : settling velocity (m/s) 
 ds : sediment median diameter (m) 
 Υ : kinematic viscosity (m
2
/s) 
 u* : shear velocity(=√𝑔𝑅 𝑆, ft/s) 
 Rh : hydraulic radius (m) 
 S : channel slope(m/m) 
 G : specific gravity (=2.65) 






Similarly, the sediment transport capacity was calculated for Elephant Butte Reach using 
2,000 cfs as bank-full discharge. Compared with the Bosque Reach, overall sediment transport 
capacity was lower due to the milder slope, and lower discharge (Figure 4.21). The trend of low 
transport capacity in the location where sediment plugs formed is not as significant as in the 
Bosque Reach. While the location of the Bosque plug relates highly to the change in sediment 
transport capacity, the location of the Tiffany plugs may be related to other factors, such as 
fluctuations in reservoir levels. The decrease in sediment transport capacity over time is likely 
due to an increase in bank-full width. 
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4.4 PLUG CAUSING FACTORS 
Numerous parameters can be identified based on the sediment plug observations. 
Possibly a theory may be proposed to describe the sediment plug development. Based on 
understanding of the basic characteristics of the MRG with respect to erosion and sedimentation, 
seven dominant factors sketched in Figure 4.22 are proposed and investigated in chapters 5, 6, 
and 7: (1) variability of channel widths; (2) roughness; (3) perching /overbank flows; (4) 
concentration profiles; (5) backwater effect from reservoir; (6) backwater effect from bridge; and 
(7) backwater from sharp bends. Basic equations and conceptual modeling provide the 
information as to whether the channel characteristic has effect on the channel bed aggradation 
and plug formation as the worst case.  









 S1  =  S2                                                                                    
                                                            
CHAPTER 5 GEOMETRIC FACTORS  
 
In this chapter, geometric factors causing a sediment plug are presented. Two analytical 
relationships with respect to the variability in channel width and application to the MRG are 
described in Section 5.1. The resistance to flow (Section 5.2) includes various changes in 
roughness resulting from channel narrowing and vegetation encroachment. 
 
5.1 CHANNEL WIDTHS 
The relationships of active channel width, and width-depth ratio with sediment transport 
capacity were derived and applied to the Bosque and Elephant Butte Reaches. Two connected 




                                                                   





Figure 5.1. Water and sediment balance for different widths 
In order to derive the relationship between the change in channel width and sediment 
discharge, three equations were used: continuity, roughness, and sediment transport equations. 
 Continuity equation : Q = V A                                           (5.1) 
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 , 𝜏 =
 ℎ𝑆
(𝐺−1)  





5.1.1 Relationship between width and sediment discharge 
A simplified analytical solution can be found if the hydraulic radius is approximate to the 
flow depth (i.e., only for large widths, Rh ≈ h). Replacing the resistance equation with the 















2                                                                             (5 4) 
To satisfy the mass balance between 1 and 2 sections,  
















3 = 1, ℎ𝑟 = 𝑊𝑟
−
3
5                                               (5 5) 
      where Wr = ratio of the widths, hr = ratio of the flow depths 
Repeating the procedure for sediment load with Rh ≈ h, a fixed grain size, and specific 
gravity, the sediment discharge ratio can be described as 










2 = 𝑄 𝑟                                                                              (5 6) 
Substituting equation 5.5 for equation 5.6, 






−0 2                                                                     (5.7) 
Therefore, from this simplified relationship, the increase of a channel width causes the 
decrease of sediment transport with power of -0.2.  
 
5.1.2 Relationship between width/depth ratio and sediment discharge  
When the hydraulic radius is not approximated to the flow depth (Rh= 
Wh
W+2h
 ), from Leόn 
(2003), the sediment discharge can be expressed as 
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]           (5 8) 
         Where ξ : width-depth ratio, φ : 1.49 for English units and 1 for metric units.  
Assuming gravitational acceleration, sediment size, discharge, and channel slope are 
constant at two cross sections, Equation 5.8 can be simplified as 
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Taking the derivative of this equation with respect to ξ and equating it to zero,    


















= 0    →    𝜉 = 18                                               (5 10) 
Therefore, the maximum sediment transport capacity from Equation 5.8 is at a width-
depth ratio ξ = 18, and decreases with the power of -0.125 when ξ is much larger than 18.  
 
5.1.3 Application to the Middle Rio Grande 
5.1.3.1 Sediment Transport Capacity for the Bosque Reach  
Applying the two analytical relationships to the MRG, sediment transport capacity 
decreases as width or width/depth ratio increases for the range of practical widths within the 
reach (see Figures 5.2 and 5.3). Sediment transport capacity decreases below the optimum width 
at a slope of -0.2. Although the values of the transport capacity are different, the transport 
capacity in 2002 was lower than in 1992, commonly in Yang’s and Julien’s equations.  
This decrease of sediment transport capacity may have contributed to sediment plug 




Figure 5.2. Sediment transport capacity for various widths of the Bosque Reach 
 
Figure 5.3. Sediment transport capacity for various width/depth ratios of Bosque Reach 
5.1.3.2 Sediment Transport Capacity for the Elephant Butte Reach 
Although the magnitude of sediment transport is slightly lower than that of the Bosque 
Reach due to a milder slope and lower flow velocity, the trend of the sediment transport capacity 
curve is similar. In both cases, sediment transport capacity decreases as width increases for the 
range of practical channel widths, which are in the green shadowed area for the entire reach and 
in the orange shadowed area for the historic plug location. Also, transport capacity was greater in 




































ds = 0.2mm (1992), 0.25(2002) 
So = 0.00073(1992), 0.0007(2002) 






































ds = 0.2mm (1992), 0.25(2002) 
So = 0.00073(1992), 0.0007(2002) 
n = 0.026, G = 2.65 
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Figure 5.4. Sediment transport capacity of the Elephant Butte Reach 
 
5.1.3.3 Sediment Transport Capacity for cross sections  
In order to evaluate the effect of variability of channel widths for practical channel 
widths on channel bed elevation, 1992 and 2002 channel widths and bed elevation were 
compared in Figure 5.5. This comparison shows that a wider section causes the decrease of 
channel bed elevation, which is opposite to expectations.  However, width/depth ratio and 
change in channel bed elevation (Figure 5.6) have reasonable relationships.  Therefore, even 
though the change in channel bed depends on the variability of channel widths at a given 
moment, temporal changes in bed elevation have a closer association with width/depth ratio in 
the downstream river in the Middle Rio Grande. At the cross section with higher width/depth 
ratio, sediments tend to deposit on the channel bed. The variability of channel widths is a major 
causal factor of the change in channel bed elevation at low flows below bankfull discharges. But, 



















Roughness coefficients represent resistance to flow in a cross section for both the main 
channel and floodplains. An increase in the roughness causes a decrease in flow velocity, 
resulting in a decrease in transport capacity and sedimentation on the bed floor. A narrowing of 
the conveyance channel and widening of the overbank areas over time increase flow resistance 
and sediment deposition. Figure 5.7 shows a typical channel cross section, including a main 
stream and left- and right-floodplains with different roughness coefficients.  
 
Figure 5.7. A cross section with different roughness coefficients (at Agg/Deg 1531) 
In order to assess the roughness effect on sediment transport capacity, three basic 



























5.2.1 Increase in roughness 
Figure 5.8 shows the flow depth calculation based on a discharge of 5,000 cfs, a 
Manning’s roughness coefficient of 0.02 in the main channel and 0.1 on floodplains, and a 
channel slope of 0.0007. The 10% roughness increase in the main channel causes an 8% increase 
in flow depth, while a 10% roughness increase on both floodplains causes a 1% increase in flow 
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depth. A 10% roughness increase in the main channel reduces the flow discharge by 2.4%, while 
a 10% roughness increase on the floodplains increases the flow discharge of the main channel by 
1.5%. 
 
Figure 5.8. Roughness effects on water depth and flow discharge 
5.2.2 Vegetation encroachment without channel narrowing 
A vegetation encroachment toward the active channel without channel narrowing (e.g., 
non-flood season) accelerates changes in the flow depths and flow discharges. Figure 5.9 
illustrates the effect of a 10% and 20% vegetation encroachment from the left- and right- 
overbank area toward the active channel, which cause 3% and 9% increase in water depth and 4% 
and 4.7% decrease of flow velocity, respectively.  
10% increase in active channel roughness 




Figure 5.9. Changes in water depths and flow discharge with vegetation encroachment 
5.2.3 Vegetation encroachment with channel narrowing 
A 40% (narrowed from 1962 to 2002 at Bosque plug location) channel narrowing without 
roughness effect causes a 5% increase in flow depth and a 33% decrease in flow discharge in the 
main channel (Figure 5.10a). The flow velocity increases 3.6% after narrowing. On the other 
hand, Figure 5.10b shows that, as roughness effect is also increased, a channel narrowing of 40% 
causes 22% flow depth increase, an 18% decrease of flow discharge and 13% increase of flow 
velocity.  Therefore, when the main channel has narrowed with riparian plants, the vegetation 
10% vegetation encroachment 
20% vegetation encroachment 
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encroachment contributes to higher flood stages which facilitate overbank flows. Channel 
characteristics of increased water depth and easier overbank flows also lead to a decrease of 
sediment transport capacity. 
 
 
Figure 5.10. Changes in water depths and flow discharges after channel narrowing (a) without 
roughness effect (b) with roughness effect 
 
(b) 
40% narrowing without vegetation encroachment 




5.2.4 Temporal change in channel roughness 
Manning’s n in the active channel ranges from 0.017 to 0.024. Although the roughness 
has changed, as mentioned in Section 5.2.1, the increase / decrease of active channel roughness 
does not cause changes in water depths and flow discharges (Figure 5.11). Likewise, the 
roughness in the floodplains has not changed between 1992 and 2002 when the sediment plug 
formed (Figure 5.12).  
 
Figure 5.11. Changes in active channel roughness (1962-2002) 
 







































































However, the temporal change of channel roughness due to channel narrowing and 
vegetation encroachment was significant (Figure 5.13). At around Agg/Deg 1550 (Bosque plug 
location), the channel width shrank 40% between 1962 and 2002 and 70% again between 2002 
and 2008. Low root riparian vegetation encroached toward the main channel, resulting in the 
increase of the resistance to flow consistently over time. As described in Section 5.2.3, 
vegetation encroachment with channel narrowing augments overbank flows in the main channel 
due to the increase of flow depth.  
   
Figure 5.13 Channel widths (a) 1992 (b) 2001 (c) 2006 (d) 2008 (e) 1962 - 2002 and (f) 2002 - 2009 
On the other hand, the roughness in the Tiffany area (Figure 5.14) has not changed as 
much as the Bosque plug area. The man-made channel which was constructed during the Rio 
Grande Project during the early 1950s has remained constant over time. Accordingly, vegetation 
and roughness remained unchanged over time.   






Figure 5.14 Channel widths (a) 1992 (b) 2001 (c) 2006 (d) 2008 (e) between 1962 and 2009 
5.2.5 Composite channel roughness and sediment transport capacity 
Sediment transport capacity in the active channel was calculated by using hydraulic  
depths, active channel widths, composite roughness, and channel slopes from HEC-RAS 
modeling (Figure 5.15). Compared with 1992, sediment transport capacity decreased 45% in 
2002. 
 








































CHAPTER 6  OVERBANK FLOWS AND CONCENTRATION PROFILES 
 
Overbank flows and the perching phenomenon are described in Section 6.1. An analytical 
relationship between flow discharge and sediment transport capacity explains how the overbank 
flow influences the channel bed aggradation. The effect of sediment concentration profile on bed 
elevation changes is explained in Section 6.2.  
 
6.1 PERCHING AND OVERBANK FLOWS 
6.1.1 Perching 
Perching is related to river bed aggradation so that the bed elevation of the main channel 
becomes higher than the bed elevation of the neighboring floodplain. When overbank flow 
initiates, perched channels lose surface water to the floodplains. The loss of water generates the 
loss of sediment transport capacity, causing sedimentation near the river banks to form natural 
levees. As mentioned in Section 2.1, perching has been intensified over time. In this section, 
quantitative evaluation is carried out to determine how much perching contributes to sediment 
plug formation.  
 
6.1.2 Overbank flows and sediment transport capacity 
When there is flexible connectivity between the main channel and floodplains, as shown 
in Figure 6.1a, overbank flows do not cause the decrease of sediment transport capacity and 
ensuing sedimentation as long as the channel widths do not change. On the contrary, perched 
channels (Figure 6.1b) lose flow and sedimentation to overbank areas, which causes 
sedimentation in the main channel. Figure 6.2 shows the historic inundated area, including the 





Figure 6.1. Overbank flows (a) without perching (b) with perching 
 
 




6.1.3 Sedimentation due to perching 
In order to determine the perching effect on sedimentation, three basic equations with 
reference to Figure 6.1 were used, as follows: 

















1/2             (6.1~6.3) 













)2  (6.4~6.6) 
Erosion and Sedimentation  
Qbed1-2= Qs1-Qs2 = 
𝛥𝑍
∆ 
[𝑊(1 − 𝑝𝑜)∆𝑥], Qbed2-3 = Qs2-Qs3 = 
𝛥𝑍
∆ 
[𝑊(1 − 𝑝𝑜)∆𝑥]          (6.7~6.9) 
Where Q1, Q2,Q3 : flow discharges, 𝜑 is unit coefficient (SI : 1, English : 1.49), W is 
channel width of rectangular cross section, h1, h2, h3  flow depths, So is the constant 
downstream channel slope, Δx is the longitudinal length of the control volume, g is the 
gravitational acceleration, ds is the median sediment size, G is the specific gravity, ∆𝑍 is the 
change in the channel elevation, po is the porosity, and ∆𝑡 is the time step. 
Overbank flow without perching is the condition that the flow depths at cross sections 1, 
2, and 3 remain constant for uniform-steady flow conditions. As the flow depths do not change, 
sediment discharges for water bodies also do not change. There is no erosion or sedimentation as 
the sediment supply equals transport capacity in this case.  
Conversely, in the case of perching, overbank flow leads to the decrease of flow depth 
and the loss of sediment transport capacity between two cross sections. Flow depth at cross 
sections 2 and 3 is lower than flow depth h1, thus the net sediment discharges either between 1 
and 2 or between 2 and 3 have positive values. As a result, the channel bed aggrades.  
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Meanwhile, the sediment discharge can be expressed with flow discharge.  








(𝐺−1)  6/5√  
]        (6.10) 
Therefore, the loss of flow leads to further loss of sediment transport capacity. The reduced 
sediment transport capacity causes sedimentation in the main channel. 
 
6.1.4 Application to the Middle Rio Grande 
6.1.4.1 Channel conveyance capacity 
Channel conveyance capacity relates to the likelihood of overbank flows. The channel 







has been drastically decreased over time (Figure 6.3). The overall 
conveyance decreased at the location where the 2008 sediment plug formed. The channel 
capacity around the Tiffany plug location has not changed during the same time period. Thus the 
Bosque plug conveyance seems to be related to overbank flows, while the 1995 and 2005 Tiffany 
plugs have been influenced by other contributing factors.  
 




6.1.4.2 Overbank flows 
The decrease in channel conveyance leads to easier overbank flows. Figure 6.4 shows the 
ratio of overbank flow to total flow in 1992 and in 2002 using the HEC-RAS geometry obtained 
from Reclamation. The overbank flow ratio in 1992 shows that the overbank flow at the Tiffany 
plug location was over 50% of the total flow. This means that at 50% of cross sections, overbank 
flow occurred. On the other hand, at the Bosque plug location, most of the flow was within the 
main channel without overbank flows.  
 
Figure 6.4. The ratio of the overbank flow to the total flow in 1992 
 
In the meantime, in 2002 (Figure 6.5), the channel geometry reduced flow conveyance 
because most cross sections showed overbank flow. At only 4% of cross sections, flow discharge 
was within the main channel. At the Bosque location, about half of the flow discharge was lost to 
overbank areas. At Agg/Deg 1551 where the 2008 sediment plug started, 2/3 of flow was lost to 





Figure 6.5. The ratio of the overbank flow to the total flow in 2002 
 
6.1.4.3 Historic overbank flows and perching 
It has been observed that the flow in some areas of the Bosque Reach spills onto the 
floodplain before the main channel banks are overtopped through side channels (Figure 6.6b and 
6.6c). Channel aggradation, observed in the upstream portion of the reach, promotes more flow 
into the floodplain. Some of the floodplain flow returns into the main channel just downstream of 
the 2008 sediment plug (Figure 6.6a and 6.6d). In the lower portion of Bosque del Apache 
National Wildlife Refuge (BDANWR), the channel has degraded, lowering the channel profile 
and confining the flow in the main channel. When the channel was perched, the flow was lost to 
overbank areas without return flow. A crevasse splay was observed around Agg/Deg 1532, which 
is at the end of the 2008 sediment plug location. Significant decrease of sediment transport 





















6.2 VERTICAL SEDIMENT CONCENTRATION PROFILES 
The vertical sediment concentration profile is dependent on the relative strength between 
the settling velocity of sediment particles and the shear velocity describing turbulence that keeps 
particles in suspension. The shape of the sediment concentration profile is determined based on 
the Rouse parameter. Comparison of two cases provides an analysis of vertical concentration 
distribution on the sedimentation in the main channel. 
6.2.1 Overbank flow in case of uniform sediment concentration profile 
Overbank flows result in a decrease in flow depth and velocity in the main channel, and 
subsequently a decrease in sediment transport capacity. Aggradation occurs when the inflowing 
sediment transport capacity exceeds the exiting sediment due to loss to overbank areas. Figure 
6.7 shows a control volume with constant channel width, W, and channel slope, S. 
 



















In order to determine the concentration distribution effect on sedimentation in the main 
channel, continuity of water and continuity of sediment can be expressed as:  













1/2                                                       (6.13) 
Qo = Cb(∆𝑥)(ℎ1 − )3/2 ( ℎ𝑒𝑛 ℎ1   )                                          (6.14) 
Qs1 = Qs2 + Qso + Qbed                                                (6.15) 




)2                                                   (6.16) 




)2                                              (6.17) 
Qso =  Cv × Qo                                                                      (6.18) 
  Qbed = Qs1 - Qs2 – Qso   =  
𝛥𝑍𝑏
∆ 
[𝑊(1−𝑝𝑜)∆𝑥]                             (6.19) 
where Q1 is the water inflow, Q2 is the water outflow, Qo is the overbank flow, 𝜑 is unit 
coefficient (SI : 1, English : 1.49), W is the channel width of a rectangular cross section, h1, is the 
upstream flow depth, h2 is the downstream flow depth, So is the constant channel slope, Cb is the 
weir coefficient, Δx is the longitudinal length of the control volume, H is the bankfull depth, g is 
the gravitational acceleration, ds is the median sediment size, G is the specific gravity, Cv is the 
volumetric sediment concentration, ∆𝑍 is the change in the channel elevation, po is the porosity, 
and ∆𝑡 is the time step. 
Substituting Equations 6.12-6.14 into Equation 6.11 and Equation 6.16-6.19 into 
Equation 6.15 yields:  
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[𝑊(1 − 𝑝𝑜)∆𝑥]                                            (6.21)  
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3)   (6.22) 
When h2 decreases due to water loss to overbank areas, ΔZb increases, resulting in 
aggradation. When h1 is less than H, there is no aggradation/degradation in the channel. A lower 
bank height, H, causes an increase of flow and sediment loss to overbank areas, and a decrease in 
sediment transport capacity at the downstream cross-section, resulting in bed aggradation. 
 
6.2.2 Overbank flow in case of non-uniform sediment concentration profile 
In case of non-uniform vertical concentration profile of sediment discharge (Figure 6.8), 
overbanking sediment is not proportional to loss of water discharge to overbank areas. The 
fraction of sediment loss to overbank areas, CR(Conveyance Ratio), can be determined using the 



















Q1 = Q2 + Qo                                                                        (6.23)  
Qs1 = Qs2 + Qso + Qbed                                                            (6.24) 

















 𝑠   𝑑 𝑍=ℎ1𝑍= 
                       (6.26) 
Similar to the case of a uniform concentration profile, substituting 6.12-6.14 into 














 + 𝐶𝑏(∆𝑥)(ℎ1 − )
3
                                      (6.27) 
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+  𝐶𝑅 × 𝐶 × 𝐶𝑏(∆𝑥)(ℎ1 − )
3
  
                 + 
𝛥𝑍𝑏
∆ 
[−𝑊(1 − 𝑝𝑜)∆𝑥]                                                  (6.28) 
Combining the equations for hydraulic continuity (Equation 6.27) and continuity of 
sediment (Equation 6.28) and rearranging: 
∆𝑍𝑏 =  
∆𝒕 18√𝑔𝑆
 
∆ (𝐺−1) (1−𝑝𝑜)√  
{(ℎ1
2 − ℎ2




3)}                                            (6.29) 
When the suspended load is relatively high, CR is high and more sediment is lost 
overbank.  This reduces the amount of channel aggradation ΔZ. When h1 is less than H, CR = 0, 
and there is no loss of flow or sediment from the main channel. In the case of a uniform sediment 
concentration profile, if h1 exceeds H, the proportion of sediment lost to overbank areas is equal 
to the proportion of flow lost. However, if the sediment concentration profile is non-uniform and 
sediment load is concentrated near the bed, the fraction of water loss exceeds the fraction of 
sediment loss, resulting in a decrease in sediment transport capacity. From Equation 6.29, when 
the aggradation height is known, the time to fill the channel can be determined as well.  
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6.2.3 Sediment concentration distribution effect on MRG channel bed elevation 
From the Rouse equation, the sediment concentration profile is expressed as a function of 
water depth, h, fall velocity ω, and shear velocity,   =√𝑔ℎ𝑆𝑜 , where g is gravitational 
acceleration and So is the bed slope (Sf = So). As a single sediment particle size is used, the 
sediment concentration profile is dependent on the flow depth and channel slope. If channel 
slope is constant between two cross-sections, sediment concentration profile can be determined 
from the flow depth. Figure 6.9 shows the decrease of flow depth in the downstream direction as 
a result of overbank flow. The decrease in flow depth causes a decrease of shear velocity (Figure 
6.9a) and an increase in Rouse number (Figure 6.9b). A high Rouse number generates a near-
bed-concentration profile (Figure 6.9c), which generally causes accelerated channel aggradation 
and, in extreme cases, sediment plug formation. 
 
Figure 6.9. Changes in shear velocity and Rouse number due to overbank flows 
Aggradation due to overbank flow with uniform sediment concentration and non-uniform 
sediment concentration is illustrated in Figures 6.10a and 6.10b, respectively. The comparison 
of two cases (Figure 6.10c) shows that non-uniform concentration profiles accelerate the 






Figure 6.10. Aggradation due to overbank flows with (a) uniform concentration distribution, (b) 








6.2.4 Concentration profiles at historic sediment plug locations 
6.2.4.1 Concentration profile at Agg/Deg 1683 (Tiffany plug location) 
The cross section at the Tiffany plug location (Agg/Deg 1683) shows that the channel 
elevation in the main channel was higher than the floodplain elevation (perched) and the bankfull 
discharge was 2,000 cfs. As the flow exceeds the bankfull discharge, overbank flows are lost to 
overbank areas due to the channel perching (Figure 6.11). 
 
Figure 6.11. Water surface profiles for various flow discharges at the Tiffany plug location 
The flow depth gradually increases with discharge prior to the overbank flow discharge 
of 2,000 cfs. Beyond this discharge, the flow depth does not increase before the floodplains are 
filled with flood waters. After that, the flow depth increases again. The Rouse number gradually 
decreases with increase of discharge prior to overbank flow. Once flow goes overbank, the Rouse 
number remains relatively constant. 
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With the Rouse equation and water depths from the 2002 HEC-RAS model, sediment 
concentration profiles at the Tiffany plug location are plotted in Figure 6.12. Sediment 
concentration decreases rapidly above the bed layer thickness, a (= 2ds, ds : sediment size). At 
mid-depth, z = 0.5h, sediment concentration is only 0.03% of near-bed sediment concentration. 
Thus, the concentration of sediment particles becomes increasingly small near the water surface 
and sediment is mostly transported near the bed. Accordingly, only less than 1% of sediments is 
lost to overbank areas during significant amounts of overbank flow at flow discharges above a 
bankfull discharge. 
 
Figure 6.12. Sediment Concentration Profiles at the Tiffany plug location 
6.2.4.2 Concentration profile at Agg/Deg 1550 (Bosque plug location) 
Figure 6.13 depicts water surface level including the main channel and the west side 
floodplain at various discharges. The discharges at which overbank flow initiated were 1,800 cfs 
toward the right-side bank and 4,500 cfs toward the left-side bank. The left black area of the 
cross section is an artificial levee and the right black one is the Low Flow Conveyance Channel 
(LFCC), which delivers water from the San Acacia Dam to Elephant Butte Reservoir.  
C = 0.0003Ca @ z =0.5h 




Figure 6.13. Water surface profiles for various discharges at the Bosque plug location 
When the hydraulic mean depth is highest at a discharge of 1,800 cfs, the Rouse number 
is at a minimum and the sediment concentration profile is relatively more uniform than at higher 
flow discharges. Like the concentration profile at the Tiffany plug location, the concentration at 
mid-depth is only 0.06% of near-bed sediment concentration (Figure 6.14). Depending on the 
water depth, there is a tremendously large variability in sediment concentration. 
 
Figure 6.14. Sediment concentration profiles at the Bosque plug location 
C = 0.0006Ca @ z =0.5h 
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6.2.4.3 Comparison of the concentration profiles 
A comparison of sediment concentration profiles between the two locations (Figure 6.15) 
shows that both locations have predominantly near-bed concentrations. The Rouse parameter in 
the Tiffany plug location is comparatively higher than the Bosque plug location and decreases as 
the flow discharge increases. 
 
Figure 6.15. Comparison of sediment concentration profiles at plug locations 
Sediment concentration profiles for sub-reaches (Figure 6.16) show that sub-reach 3, 
where the Bosque plug occurred in 2008, has the highest Rouse number and most near-bed 
sediment concentration. From this sub-reach scale analysis, Rouse number ranges from 0.7 to 1.4 
and the Bosque plug sub-reach has a higher Rouse number than the Tiffany plug sub-reach.  
 
Figure 6.16. Comparison of Sediment Concentration Profiles at sub-reaches 
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CHAPTER 7 BACKWATER EFFECTS ON BED AGGRADATION 
 
Backwater effects on water surface profile and channel bed elevation are examined in this 
chapter. The backwater effect from Elephant Butte Reservoir is covered in Section 7.1. An 
increase in a water stage and a subsequent aggradation at the river mouth are determined. The 
backwater effect from the San Marcial Railroad Bridge includes the increase of water depth and 
the possibility to cause the historic Tiffany plugs, which is discussed in Section 7.2. The sharp 
bends less than 1 mile downstream from the 2008 Bosque plug location may have increased the 
water stage and caused sediment deposition in the Bosque plug area. The backwater effects due 
to sharp bends are detailed in Section 7.3. 
7.1 BACKWATER EFFECTS FROM RESERVOIR 
The upstream and downstream ends of the Middle Rio Grande are confined with man-
made structures: upstream Cochiti Dam, downstream Elephant Butte Reservoir, and tributary 
dams. The downstream Elephant Butte Reservoir, which is located 45 miles downstream from 
the Tiffany area, has influenced upstream aggradation and degradation (Figure 7.1).For the 
investigation regarding the backwater effect, the relation between bed elevation and reservoir 
stage was evaluated qualitatively with historic survey data.  
     




The water level in Elephant Butte Reservoir has fluctuated, ranging from E.L.4260 ft to 
E.L. 4407 ft (Figures7.2 and 7.3). When the 1991 and 1995 sediment plugs occurred, the 
reservoir was full. On the other hand, when the 2005 Tiffany plug formed, the reservoir was at 
the end of a drought period. 
 
Figure 7.2. Elephant Butte Reservoir and Sediment plug location 
 
Figure 7.3. Elephant Butte Reservoir level time series (Owen, 2012) 
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7.1.1 Temporal changes in channel bed elevations 
The temporal trends in reservoir stage and upstream bed elevation (Figure 7.4) show that 
channel bed elevation has responded to reservoir stage immediately at the locations within the 
reservoir, while the upstream bed elevation responded to the variation of water stage with some 
time delay. The bed elevation at the Narrows (EB-50) responds to reservoir stage fluctuation 
without delay. The increase of water stage by 40 ft between 2004 and 2009 caused the 7 ft 
increase of bed elevation at the Narrows. The reservoir effects propagated toward upstream 
reaches in sequence. 
 
Figure 7.4. Changes in thalweg elevations from 1980 to 2010 (modified after Owen, 2012) 
(San Marcial Gauge) 




7.1.2 Mechanics of backwater effect on channel bed aggradation  
During the sediment plugs in the Tiffany area, between 1991 and 2005, bed elevations 
around San Marcial Railroad Bridge (Agg/Deg 1701) continued to aggrade. Considering that the 
river bed elevation has been aggraded in the downstream reaches of the Middle Rio Grande, 
partial changes in bed elevation are attributed to reservoir effects.  
Bed elevation changes due to backwater effects from the reservoir can be determined by 
an analytical approach using three basic equations, as mentioned in Section 5.1. To determine the 
backwater profile due to reservoir stages, the diffusive wave equation was used. The Exner 
equation was utilized to determine the magnitude of channel bed aggradation.  
Figure 7.5 shows the downstream stage under the backwater effect that causes the 
decrease of sediment transport capacity, generating aggradation of the channel bed. The sediment 
transport capacity is a function of hydraulic radius (water depth for wide-rectangular channel) 
and friction slope. Therefore, the increase in water depth and the more significant decrease of 
friction slope lead to the reduction in transport capacity within the water body between cross 
sections 1 and 2.  
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The relationship between the backwater effect (∆h) and sedimentation was graphed in 
Figure 7.6.  As the water depth increases to 1.5h at section 2, the aggradation rate is 
approximated as 0.17 ft per day. When discharges are maintained constant, the main channel fills 
up with sediments within three weeks. As the difference between the two sections increases, the 
days to fill the main channel decrease accordingly. 
 
Figure 7.6. Bed elevation change due to backwater effect from reservoir 
On the other hand, channel bed aggradation is dependent on the increase of channel 
width as well within the reservoir area. When the sediment-laden flood intrudes into the reservoir 
area with increasing channel widths, the magnitude of channel bed aggradation increases 
significantly. When the channel width at section 2 is double than at section 1, the aggradation 
rate becomes 0.23 ft/day, which is 50% higher than that of constant widths (Figure 7.7). 




Figure 7.7. Bed elevation change due to the increase of channel widths 
Therefore, the backwater effect combined with significant expansion near the Elephant 
Butte Reservoir (Figure 7.8), causes significant sedimentation at the river mouth.  
 
Figure 7.8. Bed elevation change due to channel width expansion 
River mouth 
Width : 100~300 ft 
Width : 4,000 ft 
S = 0.0005 
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The reservoir backwater effect on bed elevation changes along the longitudinal profile 
shows that, at the river mouth, the loss of energy and ensuing sedimentation is highest and 
decreases in the downstream direction (Figure 7.9).  
  
Figure 7.9. Backwater effect on bed elevation change at the river mouth 
 
7.1.3 Aggradation time due to reservoir backwater 
The aggradation time to fill the channel to 7 ft (bed elevation change between 1995 and 
2005 at the Tiffany area) can be determined by using Julien’s sediment transport capacity 
equation and Exner’s equation. Assuming all sediment discharge deposits in the area, the filling 
time to 7 ft is 1,290 days (3.5 years) for 5,000 cfs (141m
3
/s) and 3,864 days (10.5 years) for 
1,550 cfs (44m
3
/s), which is the average flow discharge between 1982 and 1995 (reservoir filling 
period). 
 
Figure 7.10. Time to fill the Channel (7 ft) 
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7.2 BACKWATER EFFECTS FROM A BRIDGE 
The backwater from a bridge increases the water level of the upstream channel reach and 
decreases the sediment transport capacity, resulting in sediment deposits. Just 1.5 mile 
downstream from the Tiffany plug location (Figure 7.11a), the San Marcial Railroad Bridge 
crosses the Middle Rio Grande river. 
 
Figure 7.11. (a) Location of the Tiffany plugs, (b) the Railroad Bridge, and (c) new river route 
7.2.1 The San Marcial Railroad Bridge 
The steel truss-typed bridge with five spans and four piers (Figure 7.11b) was 
constructed in 1929. The lower cord of the bridge has been less than 5 ft above the channel 
bottom because of bed aggradation and reduced flow conveyance. The original channel around 
this area in the 1930s, which was the natural river system, has been changed to the present river 
route after the Rio Grande Project (Figure 7.11c), causing the bridge piers to be skewed 30˚ 
against the flow direction. The lack of channel conveyance due to the pier obstruction and 








7.2.2 Backwater effect due to the San Marcial Railroad Bridge 
7.2.2.1 Backwater effect on water depth 
Although there has been an analytical approach to calculate the backwater effects from 
bridge piers by various authors, empirical equations are commonly used in engineering projects. 
The HEC-RAS manual (USACE 2010) provides four standard methods for computing the energy 
losses through the bridge. In this research, Yarnell’s Equation was used to compute the increase 




Figure 7.12. Sketch of backwater at bridge contraction 
The bridge piers were rectangular, thus K, the coefficient for pier shape, is 1.25. The pier-
to-pier distance is 150 ft, pier width is 5 ft, and pier length is 20 ft, thus α =
sin 60 20+cos60 5
150
=0.13. 
The flow depth in the downstream of the bridge and the Froude number are dependent on cross 
section geometry and flow conditions. In the case of 5,000 cfs discharge with 200 ft width, 
0.0005 bed slope, and 0.02 Manning roughness, the increase of water level due to backwater 




7.2.2.2 Backwater effect on sedimentation 
The process to determine the backwater effect on channel bed elevation is the same as the 
backwater effect from a reservoir. The increase of water depth causes the drop of flow velocity at 
the plunging point and ensuing sedimentation. When the flow and sedimentation are being 
supplied from the upstream reach, a significant amount of sediment will be deposited at the low 
velocity location and a lower sediment concentration will be delivered downstream (Figure 7.13). 
The sediment deposits around the transitional zone between the river and the temporary reservoir. 
The decreased bed slope induces upstream aggradation. Based on the increase of water depth and 
effect on channel bed sedimentation, the backwater effect due to the railroad bridge impacts the 
sediment plug formation with significant probability. The historic inundated area due to the 2005 
flood shows that the backwater reaches the Tiffany plug location. 
 







7.3 BACKWATER EFFECTS FROM SHARP BENDS 
7.3.1 Sinuosity in the Middle Rio Grande 
River sinuosity can be defined as the ratio of the channel length to the valley length 
between two points located on the river. In general, sinuosity increases the energy loss and cross-
sectional area and decreases the flow velocity and sediment transport capacity (Julien 2002). The 
energy loss of sinuosity results from additional turbulence due to secondary flow, additional bed 
shear, distortion of flow velocity, and separation of flow (Woo 2002). The increase in centrifugal 
acceleration due to sinuosity also has an influence on the super-elevation at the concave outer 
bank and additional stress on the bank slope. Historically, the channel of interest in this research 
has been straightened with time (Figure 7.15). Sinuosity for sub-reaches ranges from 1 to 1.2 and 
average sinuosity has been generally decreased in the river sections (sub-reach 1 to 4), while the 
reservoir sections (sub-reach 5 to 9) have varied depending on the reservoir levels. 






















Sinuosity of channel thalweg 
Subreach 1 Subreach 2
Subreach 3 Subreach 4
Bosque reach Subreach 5
Subreach 6 Subreach 7
Subreach 8 Subreach 9
Elephant Butte Reach




7.3.2 Sharp bends 
In contrast to the overall channel straightening, sharp bends, which were observed around 
the Bosque sediment plug at Agg/Deg 1555 ~ Agg/Deg 1557, have had higher sinuosity over 
time (Figure 7.16). In 1996, the channel was braided and no meandering was observed. The 2005 
Google imagery shows one sharp bend of 90 degrees around Agg/Deg 1555 and lateral migration 
due to meandering caused the erosion of the east side bank and formed another bend at Agg/Deg 
1557.  The present channel has two 90 degree bends in sequence.  
     
      








7.3.3 Backwater effect on water depth 
In order to consider the effect of channel sinuosity on backwater profile and sediment 




                                                                   (7.2) 
where ∆𝐸 : energy loss due to bended channel thalweg, 𝐾𝑏: energy loss coefficient, V: flow 
velocity. Several authors proposed equations to estimate the energy loss coefficient 𝐾𝑏: (1) 
analytical equations based on variables associated with energy loss (Froude number, water depth, 
channel widths, radius of curvature, meandering angle); (2) Mockmore’s (1944) empirical 
equation; (3) Scobey’s (1933) increase of Manning coefficient and energy loss due to 
meandering; (4) Rozovskii’s (1957) energy loss coefficient; and (5) Chang’s (1983) energy loss 
















                   (7.3) 
where, g : gravitational acceleration, C : Chezy coefficient (Conveyance), y : flow depth at 
downstream, rc: radius of curvature, θ ∶ meandering angle.  
At a 5,000 cfs discharge, Table 5.1 shows an energy loss of 0.76 ft between sections 3 
and 4, 0.56 ft between sections 2 and 3, and 0.31ft between sections 1 and 2 (Figure 7.17). The 
total energy loss is estimated at 1.6 ft. The average bed slope of the upstream reach was around  
0.0003, thus the increased water depth might propagate roughly 1 mile upstream (1.6 ft / 0.0003 
= 5,300 ft ≒1 mile).  
Table 5.1. Energy loss due to sharp bends 
 
Sub-reaches W(ft) H(ft) C r(ft) V(ft2/s) Bend angle(degree) Energy loss (ft)
3-4 205 5.8 100.0 290 4.18 90 0.8
2-3 360 4.2 94.5 340 3.33 160 0.6
















Figure 7.17. Sharp bends at Agg/Deg 1555 ~ 1557 



























7.3.4 Backwater effect on sediment deposits 
The energy loss due to sharp bends caused the aggradation of the channel bed. From the 








), the energy loss can be described as 
∆E
∆x
= 𝑆𝑜 − 𝑆𝑓. 





)2, leading to the channel bed aggradation (Figure 7.18). As the increase in 
water depth reached about 1 mile upstream and the historic sediment plug location was 0.6 miles 
upstream, the backwater effect accelerates the channel bed aggradation.  
To quantify the magnitude of aggradation, the sediment filling time was determined by 
using the same procedures as the reservoir effect on sedimentation. Assuming that the inflowing 
sediment deposits within the backwater zone, the time to fill the main channel up to 2.85 ft, 
which was the channel depth at Agg/Deg 1550 in 2002, was estimated as approximately 17 days. 
This result shows that two sharp bends less than 1 mile downstream from the 2008 Bosque plug 
location were the primary causal factor during snowmelt floods. Although the time to fill 
depends on the flow discharge, the main channel can be filled within several weeks. 
 
Figure 7.18. Time to fill active channel with sediments 
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CHAPTER 8  NUMERICAL SIMULATIONs 
 
8.1 INTRODUCTION 
A 1-D aggradation/degradation numerical model was developed to verify the seven 
criteria to reproduce the historic sediment plug formations: contraction and expansion of channel 
widths, roughness, perching and overbanking, vertical sediment concentration profile, and the 
change in backwater profile due to downstream reservoir and/or bridge piers, sharp bends.  
Basically, the model is composed of hydrodynamic and sedimentation modules. In 
hydrodynamics, the water surface profile is computed considering energy loss, cross section 
variation, and reservoir stage. After the water depth for each cross section is calculated, the 
sediment transport capacity is calculated for each cross section. Finally, with Exner’s bed change 
equation, the new channel bed elevation is determined and used for the next calculation of the 
water surface profile.  
 
8.2 HYDRODYNAMICS 
A water surface profile is determined by a standard step formation of the quasi-steady 








 ), which can be expressed as 






                           (8.1) 
where So is the bed slope, Sf is the friction slope, Fr is the Froude number, h is the flow 
depth, and x is the distance along the channel.  In order to compute the backwater profile by 
integrating the water profile equation, the trial-error approach was used (Cunge et al.1980).  
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A water depth for each cross section is determined by starting a trial value and iterating 
before the error approach to less than a given error tolerance. When the error between current 
and previous time steps is still greater than error tolerance, current flow depth is used to compute 
the flow depth of the next upstream cross section. Hydraulic geometry characteristics of the 
channel can be computed for trapezoidal or rectangular cross sections. The side slope, z, has to 
be specified in either case. If z=0, the cross section is rectangular. The component of the program 
that computes the backwater profile works for rectangular and/or trapezoidal cross sections.  
As the model uses the VBA platform on Excel, data input, simulation run, and post-
processing graphics are displayed on a GUI basis. Cross section data and HEC-RAS geometry 
are from Reclamation. The 1992 cross sections are used for the 1995 Tiffany plug simulation and 
the 2002 cross sections for the 2008 Bosque plug simulation. The Bosque and Elephant Butte 
cross sections are combined for an integrated HEC-RAS geometry. Through averaging and 
comparing with GIS maps, 67 wide-rectangular cross sections 1,000 m apart are used. The cross 
section data include distances, bed slopes, initial bed elevations, minimum bed elevations, 
bottom widths, bank crest elevations, and Manning n. These geometric data are obtained from 
the HEC-RAS geometry and processed to fit a new model.  
Flow discharge, water temperature, and upstream bed elevation /downstream reservoir 
stage are also input on a daily basis as default. Values were interpolated for shorter than daily 
simulation time steps. Flow discharges at San Marcial are also used as inflow data. Flow 
discharges at San Acacia are used to determine the amount of overbank flow and water losses 
during delivery. The water temperatures at San Acacia determine the viscosity of sediment-laden 
flows. Since temperature observations are not available on a daily basis, missing temperature 
values are acquired by interpolating existing temperature data.  
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The upstream bed elevation and the reservoir stage are the boundary conditions. The 
upstream end is located at Arroyo de las Canas, where the bed elevation has been stable over 
time. Overbank flows above bank crest are computed by using the broad-crested weir equation 
(Mays 1999), which is a function of the weir length and overbank water depth. The weir length 
uses the distance between neighboring cross sections and the water depth above bank crest is 
used for the depth in the equation. The most important parameter, weir coefficient was computed 
by comparing flow discharge between San Acacia and San Marcial gauges. The loss of water in 
simulation should be the difference of water discharge between two flow gauges.  
When the channel is perched, the loss of water from the active channel to floodplains 
does not return to the active channel, while the un-perched channel does. Accordingly, the model 
considers the flow to perched floodplains as water loss, while an un-perched channel deals with 
the loss of water as lateral inflow to the next cross section. In addition, there are 2 major 
locations where return flows occur, as forementioned. The location where return flows occurs are 
detected by the geometric data using LIDAR, DEM, HEC-RAS, and satellite imagery.  
For computing backwater effects due to reservoir stages on channel sedimentation, 
reservoir stages in the simulation are set to E.L.4107 ft, which was the maximum reservoir level. 
Backwater profiles due to the railroad bridge were determined from: (1) the flow depth 
downstream of the bridge; (2) the Froude number; and (3) Yarnell’s equation. During the 
numerical simulation, the water surface profile is calculated in the upstream direction. The 






Yang’s (1973) total sediment transport equation and Julien’s (2002) simplified sediment 
transport equation were used to compute the sediment discharge along the channel at each time 
step. Based on the given hydraulic variables, sediment discharge in terms of sediment 
concentration by volume can be determined. Figure 8.1 shows the procedure to compute the 
sediment transport capacity of a given cross section. 
 
Figure 8.1. Procedure to compute the sediment discharge Qs 
The sediment concentration profile was determined by calculating the Rouse number and 
the shear stress at each cross section. A sediment diameter of 0.25 mm was used through the 
whole simulation. The summation of the distribution profile was done with Simpson’s 
integration rule (Chapra 1990, Moin 2010). The amounts of sediment in the main channel and 
overbank areas were computed by using overbank flows and overbank sediment concentration. 
Changes in channel bed elevations were computed with the conservation equation of sediment 








= 0                              (8.2) 
where A is the area of the bed layer, 𝑃𝑜 is the porosity of the sediment, 𝑄  is the sediment  
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This equation can then be discretized in terms of the change of channel bed elevation as: 
 
                          𝑍𝑗+1








         (8.3) 
 
      Figure 8.2 channel aggradation/degradation numerical model 
The superscript, t, refers to a node in time and the subscript, j, refers to a node in space. 
The subscript, j, increases in the downstream direction. The median grain size, d50, is used to 
compute the sediment load as ds. The grain size does not change along the main channel. It is 
assumed that the bed elevation at the first upstream node does not change with time as the 
upstream boundary condition. Due to the numerical scheme used (forward in time and backward 
in space), the change in elevation computed between the first upstream node j and the adjacent 
node downstream j + 1 will be assigned to the node j + 1. The slope at node j is the slope 
computed with the elevations of nodes j (upstream) and j +1 (downstream).  
 
8.4 STABILITY 
The stability of the hydraulic model depends on the time step, Δt, and space intervals, Δx, 
specified. The stability of the model is checked at each node with the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy 





𝑉 , when using 
Manning's resistance equation, where V is the mean flow velocity (Julien 2002). If C exceeds 1, 
the model produces a warning message to indicate that numerical instability is likely to occur. 
For stable sediment calculations, weighting factors for hydraulic parameters from the HEC-6 
manual were used: (1) 1 at upstream point; (2) 0.5 at downstream point; (3) 0.25~0.5 at interior 
point; and (4) 𝛼 = 0.6 for the change in bed elevation (∆𝑍𝑗 =  𝛼∆𝑍, ∆𝑍𝑗+1 = (1 − 𝛼)∆𝑍). 
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8.5 PROGRAM LIMITATIONS 
The model was developed for subcritical flow. Therefore, the flow is controlled at the 
downstream end of the channel. The downstream flow depth must be provided to start the 
computation of the backwater profile. The program computes the normal depth at the first 
downstream node to start the backwater computation. If an adverse slope develops in the first 
downstream node, the model will stop because normal depth does not exist on adverse slopes. 
The model uses a fixed rectangular cross section, thus lateral migration and changes in width are 
not considered in this model. Bank erosion and bed surface armoring are out of the study scope. 
Channel patterns and in-stream features are not included. Cross sections are estimated as a single 
thread channel. The lateral flow velocity distribution and the lateral sedimentation distribution 
are also out of the simulation scope. Figure 8.3 shows the program structure and modeling 
procedure based on these limitations and assumptions. 
 
Figure 8.3. Program structure and modeling procedure 
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8.6 APPLICATION TO THE MIDDLE RIO GRANDE 
Aggradation/degradation simulations are applied to the Rio Grande based on limited 
irregular surveys, thus, in some cases, quantitative and/or qualitative evaluations were carried 
out. For sediment plug simulations, the 1995 Tiffany plug was used for calibration and the 2008 
Bosque plug for validation. 
 
8.6.1 Geometric factors 
Bender (2011) showed that the flow is subcritical in the entire reach. An expansion 
between cross sections yields a backwater M-1 type profile, while flow depths lower than 
normal depths lead to an M-2 curve (Figure 8.4). A channel bed elevation aggrades at expansion 
reaches, while contraction reaches degrade. The increase in roughness causes an increase of 
water depth and variability of friction slope. The decreased friction slope leads to the decrease 
of sediment transport capacity, which causes the channel sedimentation. The changes in channel 
widths itself have limited effects on channel sedimentation (Figure 8.5). 
 




Figure 8.5. Bed elevation changes depending on channel widths 
 
8.6.2 Overbank flows and concentration distribution profiles 
The 2008 Bosque plug was simulated with uniformly distributed concentration profiles 
and non-uniform concentration profiles (Figures 8.6 and 8.7). The flow discharge above the bank 
crest was lost to overbank areas. The height of main channel aggradation, when a vertical 
concentration profile was considered, was greater than that of uniformly distributed sediment 
discharge. Rouse number ranged 0.4-7.6 and an average value was 1.1. Considering that the 
aggradation of the Bosque sediment was about 1 m, the simulation result was reasonable. Thus, 
overbank flow and concentration distribution accelerates channel sedimentation more than other 




Figure 8.6. Simulation results with uniform concentration profile at Bosque plug location 
 
  









8.6.3 Backwater effects from the reservoir, the bridge, and sharp bends 
Backwater effect from the reservoir 
When the reservoir stage remains constant at maximum water level (E.L.1343 m) through 
simulation, the reservoir effect on the Tiffany plug location would take over 10 years (Figure 8.8). 
The reservoir stage has a limited short-term influence on aggradation and degradation. But the 
long-term high bed elevation due to the reservoir stage provides the channel with feasible 
geometric conditions. 
 
Figure 8.8. Channel bed aggradation due to reservoir backwater 
 
Backwater effect from the bridge and sharp bends 
Backwater from the San Marcial Railroad Bridge causes an increase in water depths in 
the upstream areas, which leads to more sedimentation at the Tiffany plug locations during 
floods (Figure 8.9).  
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The sharp bends between Agg/Deg 1554 and Agg/Deg 1558, observed just downstream 
of the Bosque sediment plug location, cause the loss of energy, which leads to the increase of 
water depths at the upstream reaches (Figure 8.10). Like the backwater effect from a bridge, the 
increase of water depth in the sharp bends induced backwater and sedimentation near the Tiffany 
plug area.  
 
Figure 8.9. Backwater effect from the bridge on bed elevation 
 
Figure 8.10. Backwater effect from sharp bends on bed elevation 
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8.6.4 Application to the Middle Rio Grande sediment plugs  
Combining all seven causing factors affecting the mechanic of sediment plug formation, 
the 1-D aggradation-degradation model was applied to the historic sediment plugs. With 
monitored flow discharges and water temperature as well as geometric data, the numerical model 
results show that aggradation tendency at the historic plug locations is distinct compared with 
adjacent sub-reaches.  
 
Figure 8.11. Simulation of 1995 Tiffany plug  
 
Figure 8.12. Simulation of 2008 Bosque plug 
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CHAPTER 9  SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
Based on the historic flow and geometric characteristics of plug areas, seven parameters 
were identified as major causing factors of sediment plug formation in the Middle Rio Grande. 
These factors were divided into three categories and analyzed to assess the primary causing 
factors using analytical and numerical methods. Conclusions with respect to the mechanics of 
sediment plug formation are summarized as follows: 
 
◦ Geometric factors: channel width and roughness 
The channel has narrowed 40% between 1962 and 2002 and channel capacity has 
decreased over time (77% at Bosque plug area). The channel narrowing and vegetation 
encroachment toward the main channel caused the 50 % increase of the representative composite 
roughness between 1992 and 2002 at 5,000 cfs discharge. Accordingly sediment transport 
capacity has decreased 45%. The historic sediment plugs occurred at the sub-reaches 3 and 6 had 
lower transport capacity compared with adjacent sub-reaches. The decrease of channel width (40% 
over 40 years) does not cause significant increase of sediment transport capacity (0.6
-0.2 
= 1.1, 10% 
increase over 40 years), while the increase of roughness (50%) causes considerable loss of 
sediment transport capacity (45%). Therefore geometric factors induce more overbank flows and 
channel bed aggradation.  
 
◦ Sedimentation factors: overbank flows and sediment concentration profiles 
While the cross-section of the Bosque plug was wide with a relatively wide floodplain, 
the Tiffany plug cross-section was narrow and perched with a considerably wider floodplain, 
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causing significant loss of flow and sediment. The perching ratio has increased (13% → 87%) 
and bank depth has decreased 51% between 1992 and 2002. The perching and lower bank depth 
facilitated more overbank flows and 13 ~ 20% loss of water between the San Acacia gauge and 
the San Marcial gauge. 
Sediment concentration profile can be determined by the Rouse equation. Over time, 
particle size has coarsened (0.2mm → 0.25mm) and the width/depth ratio has increased (129 → 
229) between 1992 and 2002. Accordingly, the Rouse number has increased and sediment 
concentration profile became more concentrated near the bed. The Rouse number ranged from 
0.6 to 1.7 from 1992 to 2002. The high Rouse number (Ro > 1.4) and near-bed sediment 
concentration profile accelerate the aggradation rates (4 ~ 7 times faster) than for uniform-
concentration profiles. In order to fill the main channel, about 3 months is needed when the 
overbank flows is considered only. However, the high near-bed concentration shortens the plug 
formation time to 20 days. Since snowmelt floods more than bankfull discharges last less than 2 
months, the acceleration factors are essential for sediment plug to form.  
 
◦ Hydraulic factors: Backwater effects from reservoir, bridge, and sharp bends 
Stages at the Elephant Butte Reservoir influenced the upstream channel bed elevation 
over time. With an average flow discharge (1,550 cfs), the aggradation (up to 7 ft) time to fill the 
25.5 mile long channel is roughly 10 years. And the historic Tiffany plug area has been 
influenced by the reservoir levels, but with some lag time. Although backwater effects from the 
reservoir on the channel bed elevation around the Tiffany area takes a matter of years, 
aggradation due to high reservoir stage provided a better condition for sediment plug to form. 
Low reservoir levels cause the increase of channel capacity and decrease of backwater effect 
from the railroad bridge, significantly reducing the likelihood of sediment plug formation. 
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The upstream channel bed around the San Marcial Railroad Bridge (Agg/deg 1702) has 
aggraded consistently (12ft increased between 1979 and 1987). The pier contraction and 
congested abutments generate about 1ft high backwater which propagates to the Tiffany plug 
area (1.6 miles upstream). Historic inundated areas shows the backwater effects from the bridge 
and explain why the Tiffany plug initiated at the location (Agg/deg 1683).  
Sharp bends observed around the Bosque plug area cause a 1.6ft high backwater which 
propagates roughly 1 mile upstream. As the beginning point of the Bosque plug is located 0.6 
mile upstream, backwater from the sharp bends might influence the channel aggradation Bosque 
plug. The time to fill the main channel up to 2.85ft (bank height in 2002) was estimated as 
approximately 17 days. 
 
◦ Analysis of the most important factors 
Backwater effects from the reservoir has influenced the upstream channel elevation on a 
long-term basis (7 ft / 10 years = 0.06 cm / day), providing the basic condition for a sediment 
plug formation. Under the influence of low reservoir stage, the occurrence of a sediment plug is 
less likely. Channel narrowing and higher roughness promote overbank flows and induce loss of 
water to overbank areas, thus these two factors can be categorized as temporal factors (1% 
decrease per year). Owing to the increase of overbank flows, sediment concentration profiles 
speed up the main channel aggradation, causing a sediment plug to form within a matter of 
weeks, thus these two factors are the most significant factors (1.3 ft / 20 days = 2 cm / day).  
Two other factors, the backwater effect from the railroad bridge and sharp bends, explain 
why the historic sediment plugs formed at particular areas, therefore these two parameters can be 
classified as local triggering factors (~1.6 ft / 20 days = 2.5cm / day ).   
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In a view point of significance, perching/overbank flow and sediment concentration 
profile can be considered as the primary causing factors of sediment plugs, followed by the 
backwater effects from bridge and sharp bends. Without the temporal changes of channel widths 
and roughness, the occurrence probability of a sediment plug will decrease significantly. On the 
other hand, causal factors can be divided into two groups depending on the plug location. The 
Tiffany plugs have been more affected by the backwater effect from the reservoir and railroad 
bridge, while the Bosque plug was more influenced by the decrease of channel width/channel 
capacity, roughness, and sharp bends. Sediment concentration profiles and overbank flows were 
commonly significant at both plug locations. As shown in Table 9.1, when the reservoir level is 
high for a long period of time and a long and high snowmelt flood occurs, a new sediment plug 
may form around the historic sediment plug location (aggradation rate ∆z > 2 ~ 5cm / day). 
Water temperature, coarsening of bed material, and tributary sediment inflows also can be 
categorized as possible factors, but there was no significant proof from the given data and 
documentation.  
Table 9.1. Significance of causing factors 
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* flow discharge : 44m
3
/s for backwater from reservoir, 141 m
3
/s for backwater from bridge and sharp bends,  
57 m
3
/s for overbank flows /concentration profiles, 49 ~ 137 m
3
/s for numerical simulation  
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY 
 
In addition to imagery comparison and HEC-RAS modeling in this study, regular field 
measurements are strongly recommended to determine the amounts of water loss to the overbank 
areas and return flow to the main channel. Understanding regarding the momentum exchange 
between the active channel and overbank areas can help to accurately estimate the overbank flow 
and sediment loss, improving the numerical modeling outcome. Although a subcritical flow 
condition was assumed in this study, local critical flow (e.g., overbank flows on top of ban crest) 
or supercritical flow (e.g., contraction flow under the San Marcial Railroad Bridge) need to be 
monitored.  
Vegetation encroachment has been significant over time. In addition to the vegetation 
encroachment in terms of vegetation area, vegetation density also needs to be studied to 
accurately estimate the resistance to flow. Increase of roughness due to channel planform also 
deserve to investigate for obtaining accurate total roughness. Roughness coefficients in 
accordance with local vegetation conditions need to be studied in further research, since the 
overbank flow is a primary factor in sediment plug formation and roughness is a key factor that 
causes the overbank flow. 
Since historic sediment plugs only occurred during snowmelt floods, further study to 
understand why a sediment plug did not occur during the monsoon season needs to proceed. The 
tributary sediment inflow in the previous years can be a clue for that. Data gathering from five 
arroyos in the study area will support the hypothesis.  
Sediment concentration and profiles need to be monitored during snowmelt and monsoon 
rainfall seasons. In this study, lateral distribution of sedimentation was out of the scope. 
Concentration profiles measured in the main channel and floodplains as well as channel-
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floodplain interaction zones may provide better information of the lateral profiles at cross 
sections. The monitoring also enhances the reliability of numerical simulations.   
Backwater effects from reservoir were roughly simulated to estimate the time to influence 
upstream channel bed elevation. The relationship between reservoir levels and upstream channel 
aggradation / degradation is valuable to establish standard dam operating procedures to prevent 
the Tiffany plug formation. Investigation of how the backwater effect responds to the channel 
bed elevation through physical and (2-D or 3-D) numerical modeling will assist in the 
determination of the increase of water depth and its effect on the channel sedimentation. Since 
the existing bridge backwater equation was roughly developed based on a fixed-bed channel, a 
mobile-bed equation also needs to be investigated.  
Physical modeling is also recommendable to deeply understand the mechanics of 
backwater and sedimentation behind the bridge piers. In addition to the bridge piers and 
abutments, bridge girders also augment the backwater effect at high flow discharge. The 
submerging effect due to bridge girders cause more extensive flooded areas.  Sharp bends was 
observed after 2006. The reason why sharp bends formed at the location is not fully examined. 
Monitoring and understanding the process of sharp bend development also helps to understand 
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APPENDIX A.  Summary of Reclamation’s river maintenance plan (Park 2011) 
 








 Channel incision downstream 
of San Acacia Diversion Dam 
has been rapid (12 
feet/60yrs), 8-10 ft after 1988 
 The banks are susceptible to 
riverine erosion 
 Channel location is moving, 
but channel area and width 
appear to be remaining fairly 
constant 
 Bankful discharge is at least 
10,000 cfs  
 The dam was constructed in 1934 to 
divert a maximum 283 cfs for 
irrigation, rehabilitated in 1957 
 LFCC which was constructed in the 
1950s begins at this dam 
- Operation from 1959  
- Conveying  up to 2000 cfs  
- Since 1981, it has been used as 
a drain and to return irrigation 
flows to the river 
 Large-scale channelization took 
place in the early 1950s 
 Degradation is progressing 
downstream 
 Bend series migrate both 
downstream and laterally. Meander 
bends can develop and migrate into 
the LFCC levee 
 A large levee setback project has 
been performed 
 Possible levee protections  
: moving the river to the east,  levee 
setbacks, bend-way weirs, and 







(RM 95 to 
87.1, 
8miles) 
 The channel alignment, the 
bank-line, and bed are mostly 
stable 
 For in-channel habitat, this 
reach may continue to narrow 
and possibly incise as the 
thalweg becomes more 
concentrated into an ever 
smaller active channel, 
reducing space for aquatic 
habitat 
 During construction of the LFCC, a 
spoil levee was built between the 
LFCC and the river 
 The area was channelized in the 
1950s. The channel was straightened 
and deepened, vegetation was 
cleared, and Kellner jetty jacks were 
placed.  
 The channel is relatively wide and 
the channel alignment and bed 
elevation has been stable 
 The bed elevation has been stable 
since the 1930s and is expected to 
remain stable 
 Lessons learned from other reaches 
should be considered in evaluating 





(RM 87.1 to 
78, 9miles) 
 This reach is and has been 
gradually aggrading since the 
1930s 
 Bank heights are low and the 
floodplain along with 
recently formed islands are 
flood prone at relatively low 
flow (3,000 cfs) 
 The amount of aggradation 
increases in the downstream 
direction 
 This section of river has 
always been among the 
widest 
 Channel slope lessens slightly 
 This reach receives water and 
sediment from numerous 
tributaries that are not 
controlled for flood or 
sediment production 
 There has been less channel 
maintenance work in this 
reach because it is not as 
directly influenced by 
Elephant Butte Reservoir.  
 
 The North Boundary Pump Site, 
located at BDANWR’s north 
boundary, pumps water from the 
LFCC to the floodway during dry 
years. This is intended to keep water 
flowing in the river to help protect 
the endangered RGSM 
 There is one priority site in this 
reach, which addresses levee 
capacity in the downstream portion 
of the reach, where the river has 
aggraded and is often perched above 
the adjacent floodplain.  
 Bed elevation is fairly stable, 
connection to the floodplain begins 
at 2,000-3,000 cfs.  
 Channel plan-form is narrowing 
rapidly with vegetation 
encroachment 
 There is some concerns about a 
head-cut moving upstream through 
the reach due to base level lowering 
resulting from the drop in pool 
elevation of Elephant Butte 
Reservoir  
 Lowering of the water table, which 
potentially could occur through 
upstream migration of head-cut or 
avulsion of the river into a lower 
elevation portion of the valley,  
could have an immediate harmful 
effect on SWFL habitat by drying 
currently used nesting area.  
 Bank erosion and lateral migration 
may also be beginning; however, 
there are currently no sites in this 
reach where river maintenance is 
planned  
 
 The width constriction and slope 
changes near RM 78 may be acting 
to limit sediment transport 
 In locations, where the channel was 
straightened by cutting pilot channel 
through the floodplains, the channel 
width is significant narrower 
 The likely evolution of this reach is 
that a single dominant channel will 
emerge, with the rest of the current 




Sub-reach Geomorphology Maintenance Activities Maintenance Needs and Strategies 
RM 78 to 
Elephant 
Butte 




 Reclamation’s maintenance 
reach may be 19 to 28 miles 
long. Much of the reach has 
been channelized through 
cohesive materials 
 Prior to 2005, the river 
channel was rapidly 
aggrading by influenced by 
reservoir stage.  
 In 2005 the head-cut migrate 
upstream with spring runoff. 
The most upstream portion of 
the head-cut has tapered out 
in the upstream portion of 
this reach near Tiffany. 
 Subsequent bed degradation 
in 2005 from the head-cut 
caused significant bed 
elevation lowering 
(degradation) which 
adversely affects aquatic and 
riparian species alike.  
 Regardless of the exact 
amount, degradation has 
resulted in abandonment of 
most of the floodplain in this 
reach. 
 The main portion of the 
Temporary Channel 
(upstream of the Narrows) 
has started to evolve since it 
was first constructed in 2001-
2004.  
- The head-cut will 
increase channel 
capacity within the 
constructed channel, 
while lowering the 
water table. 
 Storage for the reservoir began in 
1915; the full pool elevation of 4407 
feet extends to RM 62 
 There was extensive channelization 
and floodway clearing in the 1950s. 
 During the LFCC construction, the 
floodway was moved to the east side 
of the river valley 
 Sediment plug formed in the area 
between RM 74 and RM 70 in 1991, 
1995, and 2005. 
 The San Marcial Railroad Bridge 
constructed in 1930 is located at RM 
68.6. Attesting to the aggradational 
trend in the reach, the tracks are now 
more than 20 feet higher than they 
were on the original bridge in 1920.  
 The limited channel capacity under 
the bridge often controls flood 
releases from Cochiti Dam 
 Since 1991, three Temporary 
Channels have been constructed to 
re-connect the river and the reservoir 
pool to maintain water delivery to 
the reservoir 
 4 different river maintenance 
problems 
- Levee capacity 
- Bank erosion / migration 
- Sediment plug formation 
- channel connection to the 
reservoir pool 
 Rapid aggradation can occur during 
high flow periods, with the location 
of aggradation greatly influenced by 
reservoir stage 
 The condition of this reach is 
dynamic, but long term aggradation 
will continue to occur 
 Levees are periodically raised but 
have reached elevations whether 
further raising has become 
impractical in many locations. The 
existing practice of levee raising is 
not sustainable over the long term. 
 A head-cut has recently progressed 
upstream, and has lowered channel 
elevations, temporarily reducing the 
urgency of the levee elevation and 
flood capacity issue.  
 The continual aggradation causes 
several maintenance problems 
- Without continual excavation, 
sediment will deposit at the 
upstream end of the reservoir, 
and the channel will not flow 
all the way to the reservoir 
pool. 
- Reclamation has excavated 
pilot channels through the 
sediment plugs to reestablish 
the channel, but nothing has 
been done to prevent the 





to 61.4, 56 
miles) 
 LFCC was constructed from 
1951 to 1959 to aid the State 
of New Mexico in delivering 
waters obligated to Texas 
under the Rio Grande 
Compact 
 The channel also served to 
improve agricultural drainage 
and to supplement irrigation 
water supplies to both the 
BDANWR as well as 
irrigators of the MRGCD 
 LFCC conveyed up to 2,000 
cfs to Elephant Butte 
Reservoir 
 The LFCC currently 
functions only as a passive 
drain for seepage and 
irrigation return flows 
 The LFCC was shortened to a length 
of 54.7 miles to the outfall location 
at about RM 60.  
 During the high reservoir storage 
period from 1979 to the late 1990s, 
sediment deposited upstream of the 
reservoir pool and elevated the river 
channel bed. 
 The levee has been raised 
significantly to maintain flow 
capacity in the river channel. 
 Outfall channels and associated 
infrastructure into the river could be 
constructed at different locations 
including For Craig, RM 60, 
Elephant Butte Range Line (RL) 32, 
or the Narrows. Currently the 
location of the outfall is near RM 55 
 This reach is in a continual dynamic 
state depending upon Elephant Butte 
Reservoir stage and the location of 
the delta sediment deposits 
 There will be long term sediment 
deposition in the reservoir delta 
 The channel is not self-maintaining in 
the delta of Elephant Butte Reservoir, 
because the sediment load is too large 
for the hydrology and valley slope. 
 Changing the operations of the LFCC 
from the current operations is 
difficult, and requires a lot of political 
will and additional funding beyond 










APPENDIX C.  Computation of composite roughness  
 
Composite roughness coefficient which represents the cross section was determined using the HEC-RAS 

















Station. No Channel length (ft) 
Perimeter Manning n 
Composite 
Manning n 





1 520 228 927.7 127.22 0.02 0.1 0.1 0.088 










4 556 916 0.63 72.55 0.02 0.1 0.1 0.029 
5 538 972.22 
  
0.02 
  0.019 
6 500 792 5.88 2.57 0.02 0.1 0.1 0.021 





8 417 660 158.27 99.84 0.02 0.1 0.1 0.049 
9 343 839 0.39 3.07 0.02 0.1 0.1 0.020 
10 465 753 175.98 154.49 0.02 0.1 0.1 0.051 
11 538 424 10.72 1.18 0.02 0.1 0.1 0.023 
……. 
146 454 163 11.76 22.93 0.024 0.1 0.1 0.042294 
145 482 186 1194.25 468.83 0.024 0.1 0.1 0.093656 
251 570 190 1506.02 274.62 0.024 0.1 0.1 0.094008 
252 555 155 1499.51 328.83 0.024 0.1 0.1 0.095156 
253 495 156 1337.13 388.51 0.024 0.1 0.1 0.094831 












APPENDIX D.  Relationships between flow discharge and sediment discharge 
 
Basic equations :  













From the sediment discharge equation, all parameters which have constant values during 
computation can be separated from flow discharge terms: 
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Therefore, water loss due to perching/ overbank flows causes ore decrease of sediment transport 



























Flow discharge (m3/s) 
Qs 
Qs
a = 0.001 
Slope = 1.2 
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Public Sub MainProgram() 
Dim t0 As Double 
' time to begin simulation 
t0 = Timer() 
 
'Set the system of units : SI or English 
If IsEmpty(gravity) Or IsEmpty(phi) _ 
        Or gravity = 0 Or phi = 0 Then 
    SetUnits SI 
End If 
 
'''''''''''''''''' Get input data ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 
Dim BR_projectbook As Workbook 
Dim dt As Double 
Dim n As Double 
Dim ds As Double 
Dim vis As Double 
Dim po As Double 
Dim z As Double 
Dim ttime As Double 
Dim tt As Long 
Dim nxsections As Long 
Dim ntimesteps As Long 
Dim tsteps() As timestep 
Dim timestepinputsheet As Worksheet 
Dim flowinputfile As String 
Dim xsectioninputsheet As Worksheet 
Dim xsectinputfile As String 
Dim outputsheet As Worksheet 
Dim outputfile As String 
Dim datainputsheet As Worksheet 
 
Set BR_projectbook = ThisWorkbook 
Set datainputsheet = BR_projectbook.Worksheets("BR_Data") 
Set timestepinputsheet = BR_projectbook.Worksheets("BR_QandElevInput") 
Set xsectioninputsheet = BR_projectbook.Worksheets("BR_NodeInput") 
Set outputsheet = BR_projectbook.Worksheets("BR_Out") 
'input data used commonly through whole simulation 
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mto_IO.initialinput datainputsheet, _ 
        dt,  ds, vis, po, n, TOL_NORMALDEPTH, TOL_BACKWATER, _ 
        MAX_NORMALDEPTH, MAX_ITERATIONS, _ 
 flowinputfile, xsectinputfile, outputfile 
 
Set fs = CreateObject("Scripting.FileSystemObject") 
fs.CreateTextFile outputfile 
 
' Timestep data  
mto_IO.gettimesteps tsteps, ntimesteps, dt, timestepinputsheet 
' Cross section data : station, bed slope, bed elevation, bottom width, _ 
'   minimum bed elevation, bank elevation, Manning n, options 
mto_IO.getxsections tsteps(1).xsect(), nxsections, xsectioninputsheet 
 
' Reach data based on cross sectional data 
mto_IO.getreaches tsteps(1).rch(), tsteps(1).xsect(), nxsections 
For tt = 1 To ntimesteps 
    tsteps(tt).ds = ds 
    tsteps(tt).epsilon = TOL_BACKWATER 
    tsteps(tt).po = po 
    tsteps(tt).dt = dt 
 
    'Computing viscosity and falling velocity 
    ViscosityfromTemp tsteps(tt) 
    fallv tsteps(tt) 
 
    'Computing backwater profiles and hydraulic parameters 
    mtb_Backwater.BackwaterLoop tsteps(tt), nxsections 
     
    ' Computing representative hydraulic parameters with weighting factors 
    mtz_Rephyd.hyd tsteps(tt), nxsections 
 
    ' Computing channel bed elevation 
    mtb_SedTrans.SedLoop tsteps(tt), tsteps(tt + 1), nxsections, dt 
 
    ' Writing hydraulic and sedimentation results to a designated file 
    mto_FileIO.writexsectionarraytofile_csv tsteps(tt).xsect, _ 
            tsteps(tt).day, tsteps(tt).omega, outputfile, fs, nxsections 
Next tt 
 
' time to end simulation 
tf = Timer 




Backwater profile computation 
 
Public Sub BackwaterLoop(ByRef tstp As timestep, _ 
        ByRef nx As Long) 
 
Dim sta As Long ' sta is the counter for cross sections. 
Dim hnmax As Double 
 
' Checking for zero discharge. 
' If Q = 0, everything else is 0 
If tstp.Q = 0 Then 
    For sta = 1 To nxsections 
        tstp.xsect(sta).h = 0 
        hnmax = MAX_NORMALDEPTH 
        mtf_Normal.normaldepth tstp.xsect(sta), tstp.Q, _ 
                hnmax, 0, TOL_NORMALDEPTH 
        mtf_Critical.criticaldepth tstp.xsect(sta), tstp.Q 
        mtf_Geometry.AllGeom tstp.xsect(sta), tstp.Q 
        mtf_Hydraulics.AllHydr tstp.xsect(sta) 
    Next sta 
Else 
    ' Compute the normal depth and the critical depth at station 1 
     
    hnmax = MAX_NORMALDEPTH 
    mtf_Normal.normaldepth tstp.xsect(nx), tstp.Q, _ 
            hnmax, 0, TOL_NORMALDEPTH 
    mtf_Critical.criticaldepth tstp.xsect(nx), tstp.Q 
     
    ' Assume downstream depth (sta 1) = normal depth. 
    ' If the normal depth is less than the critical depth, 
    ' the critical depth is used as a downstream boundary condition. 
     
    If tstp.xsect(nx).yn > tstp.xsect(nx).yc Then 
        tstp.xsect(nx).h = tstp.xsect(nx).yn 
    Else: tstp.xsect(nx).h = yc 
    End If 
     
    ' Compute basic hydraulic properties : perimeter, hydraulic radius, velocity, 
    ' velocity head,total energy and friction, slope at downstream end station 
     
    mtf_Geometry.AllGeom tstp.xsect(nx), tstp.Q 
    mtf_Hydraulics.AllHydr tstp.xsect(nx) 
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 ' ************** Standard Step Loop *************** 
    ' sta : unknown upstream node 
    ' sta + 1 : known downstream node 
    ' compute the upstream water depth with standard step formation 
    ' Loop continues to nx-1 reaches 
     
    For sta = nx - 1 To 1 Step -1 
     
        ' Compute the normal depth and the critical depth at station 1 
         
        hnmax = MAX_NORMALDEPTH 
        mtf_Normal.normaldepth tstp.xsect(sta), tstp.Q, hnmax, 0, TOL_NORMALDEPTH 
        mtf_Critical.criticaldepth tstp.xsect(sta), tstp.Q 
         
        ' Compute a backwater profile at each reach 
         
        BackwaterReach tstp.xsect(sta), _ 
                tstp.xsect(sta + 1), _ 
                tstp.rch(sta), _ 
                tstp.Q, tstp.epsilon, tstp.options, CInt(errorcode) 
     
        ' Standard Step Loop Error Checking 
        ' If computed water depth less than critical depth, 
        '    critical water depth is assumed to be the water depth at the station 
         
        If tstp.xsect(sta).h < tstp.xsect(sta).yc Then 
            tstp.xsect(sta).h = tstp.xsect(sta).yc 
        End If 
         
        ' If the Upstream width is greater than the downstream width, 
        ' there is a contraction 
         
        If tstp.xsect(sta).Tw > tstp.xsect(sta + 1).Tw Then 
             
            ' check if the specific energy at the upstream station 
            ' is less than the critical energy at the constriction downstream.  
            tstp.xsect(sta).senergy = tstp.xsect(sta).velhead + tstp.xsect(sta).h 
            mtf_Critical.criticalenergy tstp.xsect(sta + 1), tstp.Q 
             
            ' If energy < critical energy, the water has to backup 
            ' until it gets sufficient energy to pass. 
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            If tstp.xsect(sta).senergy < tstp.xsect(sta + 1).cenergy Then 
                 
                Dim hmin As Double ' minimum upstream head 
                Dim hmax As Double ' maximum upstream head 
                         ' hmax is arbitrarily set to 1.5x solved depth. 
                          
                Dim k As Integer 
                Dim dscenergy As Double ' downstream critical energy 
                Dim ussenergy As Double ' upstream specific energy 
                                        ' Declaring these two variables 
                                        ' saves time in the loop. 
                hmin = tstp.xsect(sta).yc 
                hmax = 5 * tstp.xsect(sta).h 
                k = 1 
                dscenergy = tstp.xsect(sta + 1).cenergy 
                ussenergy = tstp.xsect(sta).senergy 
                 
                Do Until Abs(ussenergy - dscenergy) < 0.00000001 _ 
                        Or k = MAX_ITERATIONS 
                    mtf_Hydraulics.VelocityHead tstp.xsect(sta) 
                    ussenergy = tstp.xsect(sta).velhead + tstp.xsect(sta).h 
                     
                    ' If specific energy is still too low, 
                    ' then the head is adjusted upward and vice versa. 
                     
                    bisection (ussenergy - dscenergy), _ 
                            tstp.xsect(sta).h, _ 
                            hmax, _ 
                            hmin, _ 
                            tstp.rch(sta).epsilon 
                    k = k + 1 
                Loop 
            End If 
        End If 
         
        mtf_Geometry.AllGeom tstp.xsect(sta), tstp.Q 
        mtf_Hydraulics.AllHydr tstp.xsect(sta) 
         
 ' ************** Compute Courant Condition  *************** 
        ' Compute the Courant-Friedrich-Levy number and check stability 
        tstp.rch(sta).courant = dt * 5 _ 
                * tstp.xsect(sta).ubar / (3 * tstp.rch(sta).deltax) ' ; 
        If tstp.rch(sta).courant > 1 Then 
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            MsgBox ("the model is unstable") 
        End If 
    Next sta 
End If 
End Sub 
         
Public Sub BackwaterReach(ByRef usxsct As xsection, _ 
                ByRef dsxsct As xsection, _ 
                ByRef rch As reach, _ 
                ByRef Q As Double, _ 
                ByRef epsilon As Double, _ 
                ByRef options As Integer, _ 
                ByRef errorcode As Integer) 
 
Dim mindeltaH As Double 
Dim h_at_mindeltaH As Double 
 
Dim k As Long 
Dim Qtrial As Long 
 
' Assume upstream depth = downstream depth 
usxsct.h = dsxsct.h 
 
' Initializing 
h_at_mindeltaH = usxsct.h 
rch.epsilon = epsilon 
rch.DeltaHe = 0 
' reach length 
rch.deltax = Abs(usxsct.x - dsxsct.x) 
 
' solve h1 from h2 with trial-error approach 
k = 0 
rch.numiterations = 0 
Do 
    k = k + 1 
        ' lateralQ is recalculated within the loop 
    ' because it could theoretically depend on head. 
      
    ' If the water stage exceeds the crest of bank, overbank flow begins. 
     If (usxsct.h + usxsct.z) > usxsct.bankelev Then 
         rch.ql = 0.0005 * (Abs(usxsct.h + usxsct.z - usxsct.bankelev)) ^ (2 / 3) 
     ElseIf (usxsct.h + usxsct.z) <= usxsct.bankelev Then 
        rch.ql = 0 
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     End If 
     
    lateralQ = rch.ql * rch.deltax 
     
    'Depending on given options, 
    ' overbank flows are assumed as complete loss or return flow to the next reache. 
     
    ' option 0 : perching (water loss) 
    ' option 1 : return flow 
    ' option 2 : energy loss due to backwater from bridge (no water loss) 
    ' option 3 : energy loss due to backwater from sharp bends (no water loss) 
     
    If usxsct.options = 0 Then 
         Qtrial = Q - lateralQ 
    Else: Qtrial = Q 
    End If 
      
    rch.numiterations = rch.numiterations + 1 
    mtf_Geometry.AllGeom usxsct, Q 
    mtf_Hydraulics.AllHydr usxsct 
     
    ' Compute the average friction slope between stations sta and sta-1 
    rch.sfbar = (usxsct.sf + dsxsct.sf) / 2 
     
'options 3 : energy loss due to sharp bends 
    If usxsct.options = 3 Then 
        c = (dsxsct.hyradius) ^ (1 / 6) / dsxsct.n 
        rch.Cb = (24 * (9.81) ^ 0.5 / c + 60 * 9.81 / c ^ 2) * (dsxsct.h / 88 * 90 + dsxsct.h / 104 * 160 + dsxsct.h / 
247 * 95) 
    Else: rch.Cb = 0 
    End If 
     
    'options 2 : water depth increase due to bridge contraction 
    If usxsct.options = 2 Then 
        rch.DeltaB = 1.25 * dsxsct.Fr2 * (1.25 + 5 * dsxsct.Fr2 - 0.6) * (0.13 + 15 * 0.13 ^ 4) * dsxsct.h 
    Else: rch.Cb = 0 
    End If 
     
   ' Minor losses for contraction or expansion 
   ' 0.1 for contration and 0.3 for expansion (HEC-RAS manual) 
    
    If dsxsct.ubar > usxsct.ubar Then 
        rch.CeCc = 0.1 
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    ElseIf dsxsct.ubar < usxsct.ubar Then 
        rch.CeCc = 0.3 
    Else 
        rch.CeCc = 0 
    End If 
    ' DeltaHe = Head loss due to contractions, expansions,and bends. 
    ' DeltaCecC : energy loss  due to contration/expansion 
    ' DeltaCb : energy loss due to bends 
     
    rch.DeltaCeCc = rch.CeCc * _ 
            Abs((usxsct.alpha * usxsct.ubar ^ 2) _ 
            - (dsxsct.alpha * dsxsct.ubar ^ 2)) _ 
            / (2 * gravity) 
    rch.DeltaCb = rch.Cb * ((usxsct.alpha * usxsct.ubar ^ 2) / (2 * gravity)) 
    rch.DeltaHe = rch.DeltaCeCc + rch.DeltaCb 
     
    ' Compute the total energy at the u/s station (sta) 
    '  = the total energy d/s + the head lost between both stations 
    ' Head loss = mean friction slope * dx + bend and geometry head loss 
     
    rch.head1starprime = dsxsct.Tenergy + rch.sfbar _ 
        * rch.deltax + rch.DeltaHe 
         
    ' Compute the difference in total energy in station sta 
    ' by sustracting the total energy start (etstart) and 
    ' the total energy computed with the function geometry energyt 
     
    rch.deltaH = rch.head1starprime - usxsct.Tenergy 
         
    ' Comparing to the minimum from previous iterations. 
    ' If the current error is smaller, it replaces the stored value. 
    ' The corresponding depth also replaces the stored value for that parameter. 
If k = 1 Then 
        mindeltaH = rch.deltaH 
    ElseIf Abs(rch.deltaH) < Abs(mindeltaH) Then 
        mindeltaH = rch.deltaH 
        h_at_mindeltaH = usxsct.h 
    End If 
     
    ' Check if rch.deltaH (denergy) is less than a specified error. 
    ' If yes, we can proceed to the next u/s station. 
    ' If not, a new value will be assumed. 
    ' dhstart is added to the previous assumed depth to compute the new assumed depth. 
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    ' dhstart equation comes from Henderson (1966) book pp.143 
     
    If Abs(rch.deltaH) > rch.epsilon Then 
        usxsct.h = usxsct.h + Deltah1star_c(rch.deltaH, usxsct.Fr, _ 
                rch.CeCc, usxsct.sf, rch.deltax, usxsct.hyradius) 
    End If 
     
    ' If the convergence function "Deltah1star_c" creates an upstream depth 
    ' which is negative, the solution will be set to depth of the previous iteration 
     
    ' If the guessed head is negative then the iteration will not converge. 
    ' The counter is set to the maximum and the loop terminates. 
    ' After exiting the loop, the head will be set to the minimum error head. 
If usxsct.h < 0 Then 
        k = MAX_ITERATIONS 
    End If 
 
Loop Until (Abs(rch.deltaH) < rch.epsilon) Or (k = MAX_ITERATIONS) 
 
If k = MAX_ITERATIONS Then 
    usxsct.h = h_at_mindeltaH 
    rch.mindeltaH_used = True 
End If 
 
rch.numiterations = k 
End Sub 
 
' If the convergence criteria is not met, this function is called 
' to generate a new guess for the downstream depth. 
Private Function Deltah1star_c(ByRef deltacaph As Double, _ 
        ByRef froude1star As Double, _ 
        ByRef c1star As Double, _ 
        ByRef sf1star As Double, _ 
        ByRef deltax As Double, ByRef r1star As Double) 
Deltah1star_c = deltacaph / (1 - froude1star ^ 2 * _ 







'''''''''''' - SEDIMENT TRANSPORT - AGGRADATION/DEGRADATION - ''''''''''''' 
Public Sub SedLoop(ByRef tstp1 As timestep, _ 
        ByRef tstp2 As timestep, _ 
        ByRef nx As Long, _ 
        ByRef dt As Double) 
 
Dim sta As Long 
tstp2.xsect = tstp1.xsect 
tstp2.rch = tstp1.rch 
 
'initialize the available volume 
 
If tstp1.day = 1 Then 
    mtf_SedFunc.InitializeAvailableVolume tstp1, nx 
End If 
     
' If discharge is zero, then the bed elevation and slope do not change 
 
If tstp1.Q = 0 Then 
    For sta = 1 To nx 
        tstp2.xsect(sta).z = tstp1.xsect(sta).z 
        tstp2.xsect(sta).s0 = tstp1.xsect(sta).s0 
        tstp1.xsect(sta).qst = 0 
    Next sta 
    tstp2.rch = tstp1.rch 
 
' If discharge is not zero,sediment discharge is computed by 




    If Sheet1.optbtn_Yang Then 
        mtf_SedFunc.AllSed_Yangs tstp1, nx, dt 
    ElseIf Sheet1.optbtn_Julien Then 
        mtf_SedFunc.AllSed_Julien tstp1, nx, dt 
    End If 
        
    ' Elevation at upstream end is given as a boundary condition 
    tstp2.xsect(1).z = tstp2.uselev 
    ' Bed slope at last downstream section assumed to be constant. 




    For sta = 1 To nx - 1 
         SedReach tstp1.rch(sta), tstp2.rch(sta), _ 
                tstp1.xsect(sta), tstp1.xsect(sta + 1), _ 
                tstp2.xsect(sta), tstp2.xsect(sta + 1), _ 
                tstp1.omega, _ 
                tstp1.po, _ 
                tstp1.dt, _ 
                errorcode 
        




Public Sub SedReach(ByRef rch1 As reach, _ 
                ByRef rch2 As reach, _ 
                ByRef usxsct1 As xsection, _ 
                ByRef dsxsct1 As xsection, _ 
                ByRef usxsct2 As xsection, _ 
                ByRef dsxsct2 As xsection, _ 
                ByRef omega As Double, _ 
                ByRef po As Double, _ 
                ByRef dt As Double, _ 
                ByRef errorcode As Integer, _ 
                Optional ByRef deltac As Double) 
 
Dim CR As Double 
Dim delhh As Double 
Dim Rouse As Double 
 
        ' Average top width in a reach 
        rch1.aveTw = 0.5 * (usxsct1.Tw + dsxsct1.Tw) 
        ' Active channel depth : bank crest elevation – active channel bottom elevation 
        delhh = usxsct1.bankelev - usxsct1.z 
' Calculate the Rouse number 
        Rouse = 2.5 * omega / (9.81 * dsxsct1.h * dsxsct1.sf) ^ 0.5 
' Determine the sediment concentration profiles 
        If delhh > 0 Then 
            Module2.Simpson CR, 0.0005, dsxsct1.h, 20, Rouse, delhh 
        Else: Module2.Simpson CR, 0.0005, dsxsct1.h, 20, Rouse, 0.01 
        End If 
          
        ' If WSE is below the bank crest elevation, no sediment loss 
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        If dsxsct1.WSE <= dsxsct1.bankelev Then 
           deltac = 1#  'SSUM2 / SSUM1 
         Else: deltac = CR 
         End If 
 
        ' Change in sediment discharge between 2 adjacent stations 
        ' Out - in 
          
        rch1.deltaqst = dsxsct1.qst - usxsct1.qst 
        rch1.balance = rch1.deltaqst - rch1.ql * rch1.deltax * 86400 * dt * _ 
             (usxsct1.qst / (usxsct1.hydepth ^ (5 / 3) * usxsct1.sf ^ 0.5 / usxsct1.n * 86400)) * deltac 
        dsxsct2.z = dsxsct1.z 
         
        ' << degradation >> 
         
        If rch1.deltaqst > 0 Then 
         
                ' If the balance is >= available volume, everything will move downstream. 
                ' The new elevation is equal to the minimum elevation. 
         
            If rch1.balance >= rch1.avolume Then 
                dsxsct2.z = dsxsct2.zmin 
         
                ' Amount of sediment that goes into the next node 
                '    = what comes into the previous one + the available volume. 
                rch1.ehqst = usxsct1.qst + rch1.avolume 
                 
                ' the new available volume is zero, because 
                ' everything was moved out downstream 
                rch2.avolume = 0 
             
            Else 
                 
                ' If available volume is > balance, then only a part of 
                ' the available sediment is moved downstream 
                 
                rch2.avolume = rch1.avolume - rch1.balance 
                 
                ' compute new elevation at downstream station 
                ' node due to the volume remaining 
                 
                dsxsct2.z = dsxsct1.zmin + _ 
                        rch2.avolume / ((1 - po) * _ 
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                        rch2.deltax * (rch1.aveTw)) 
            End If 
             
            If dsxsct2.z < 0 Then 
                'error(' unstable' ) 
            End If 
             
        ' << aggradation >> 
         
        Else ' there is aggradation 
             ' Trap efficiency at time t+1 based on h and 
             ' velocity computed at time = t 
 
            dsxsct1.trapeff = 1 - Exp(-rch1.deltax * _ 
                    omega / (dsxsct1.h * dsxsct1.ubar)) 
                     
            ' Theoretical change in bed elevation at time t+1 
             
            dsxsct1.deltaz = -dsxsct1.trapeff * _ 
                    rch1.deltaqst / ((1 - po) * _ 
                    rch1.deltax * rch1.aveTw) * dt 
                     
            usxsct2.z = usxsct1.z + 0.4 * dsxsct1.deltaz 
            dsxsct2.z = dsxsct1.z + 0.6 * dsxsct1.deltaz 
             
            ' Compute the available volume 
            ' balance is <0,when aggradation 
            rch2.avolume = rch1.avolume - rch1.balance 
         
        End If 
         
        ' Calculate the new bed channel slope 
        rch2.deltaz = usxsct2.z - dsxsct2.z 
        rch2.S0bar = rch2.deltaz / rch2.deltax 
         
        ' For use in calculation, the upstream cross section is 
        ' assumed to have the bed slope of the adjacent reach 




Critical depth and energy  
 
Public Sub criticaldepth(ByRef xsct As xsection, _ 
        ByRef Q As Double, _ 
        Optional ByRef hcmax As Double, _ 
        Optional ByRef hcmin As Double, _ 
        Optional ByRef epsilon As Double, _ 
        Optional ByRef gravity As Double = 9.81, _ 
        Optional ByRef rho As Double = 1000) 
 
If Q = 0 Then 
    xsct.yc = 0 
Else 
    Select Case xsct.gamma.channeltype 
    Case Is = 1    ' For Rectangular chanel 
        xsct.yc = ((Q / xsct.gamma.g1) ^ (2) / gravity) ^ (1 / 3) 





Public Sub criticalenergy(ByRef xsct As xsection, _ 
        ByRef Q As Double, _ 
        Optional ByRef hcmax As Double, _ 
        Optional ByRef hcmin As Double, _ 
        Optional ByRef epsilon As Double, _ 
        Optional ByRef gravity As Double = 9.81, _ 
        Optional ByRef rho As Double = 1000) 
 
Dim yc As Double 
If Q = 0 Then 
    xsct.cenergy = 0 
Else 
    yc = xsct.yc 
    Select Case xsct.gamma.channeltype 
    ' Rectangular Channel 
    Case Is = 1  xsct.cenergy = 3 * yc / 2 
    ' Trapezoidal Channel 
    Case Is = 2 






Hydraulic parameters  1 
 
' Calculates Hydraulic Geometry Parameters  
‘ main subroutine for hydraulic parameter computation 
 
Public Sub AllGeom(ByRef xsct As xsection, _ 
        ByRef Q As Double) 
If Q = 0 Then 
    xsct.area = 0 
    xsct.Pw = xsct.gamma.g1 
    xsct.Tw = xsct.gamma.g1 
    xsct.WSE = xsct.z 
    xsct.ubar = 0 
    xsct.hyradius = 0 
    xsct.hydepth = 0 
Else 
    mtf_Geometry.AreaFromDepth xsct 
    mtf_Geometry.WettedPerimeterFromDepth xsct 
    mtf_Geometry.TopWidthFromDepth xsct 
    xsct.WSE = xsct.h + xsct.z 
    xsct.ubar = Q / xsct.area 
    xsct.hyradius = xsct.area / xsct.Pw 




' For a given depth and channel geometry, this function 
' calculates the area of flow. 
Public Sub AreaFromDepth(ByRef xsct As xsection) 
 
Dim b As Double 
Dim z As Double 
Dim depth As Double 
depth = xsct.h 
If depth = 0 Then 
    xsct.area = 0 
Else 
    Select Case xsct.gamma.channeltype 
    ' Rectangular Channel 
    Case Is = 1 
        b = xsct.gamma.g1 
        xsct.area = b * depth 
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    ' Trapezoidal Channel 
    Case Is = 2 
        b = xsct.gamma.g1 
        z = xsct.gamma.g2 
        xsct.area = (b + b + z * 2 * depth) / 2 * depth 




' For a given depth and channel geometry, this function 
' calculates the wetted Perimeter of flow. 
Public Sub WettedPerimeterFromDepth(ByRef xsct As xsection) 
 
Dim depth As Double 
Dim b As Double 
Dim z As Double 
depth = xsct.h 
If depth = 0 Then 
    xsct.Pw = xsct.gamma.g1 
Else 
    Select Case xsct.gamma.channeltype 
    ' Rectangular Channel 
    Case Is = 1 
        b = xsct.gamma.g1 
        xsct.Pw = b + 2 * depth 
     
    ' Trapezoidal Channel 
    Case Is = 2 
        b = xsct.gamma.g1 
        z = xsct.gamma.g2 
        xsct.Pw = b + 2 * ((depth * z) ^ 2 + depth ^ 2) ^ (1 / 2) 




' For a given depth and channel geometry, this function 
' calculates the Top Width of flow. 
Public Sub TopWidthFromDepth(ByRef xsct As xsection) 
 
Dim depth As Double 
Dim b As Double 




depth = xsct.h 
If depth = 0 Then 
    xsct.Tw = xsct.gamma.g1 
Else 
    Select Case xsct.gamma.channeltype 
    ' Rectangular Channel 
    Case Is = 1 
        b = xsct.gamma.g1 
        xsct.Tw = b 
     
    ' Trapezoidal Channel 
    Case Is = 2 
        b = xsct.gamma.g1 
        z = xsct.gamma.g2 
        xsct.Tw = b + 2 * z * depth 




' For a given depth and channel geometry, this function 
' calculates the Bed Slope. 
Public Sub BedslopefromStationElevation(ByRef usxsct As xsection, _ 
        ByRef dsxsct As xsection, _ 
        ByRef rch As reach) 
 
rch.S0bar = (usxsct.z - dsxsct.z) / _ 






Hydraulic parameters  2 
 
Public Sub AllHydr(ByRef xsct As xsection) 
    mtf_Hydraulics.froude xsct 
    mtf_Hydraulics.TotalMechanicalEnergyHead xsct 
    mtf_Hydraulics.VelocityHead xsct 
    mtf_Hydraulics.ManningSlope xsct 
End Sub 
 
' Calculates Froude number 
Public Sub froude(ByRef node As xsection, _ 
        Optional ByRef gravity As Double = 9.81) 
node.Fr2 = node.ubar ^ 2 / gravity / node.hydepth 
node.Fr = Sqr(node.Fr2) 
End Sub 
 
' Calculates total mechanical energy from the bernoulli equation 
Public Sub TotalMechanicalEnergyHead(ByRef node As xsection, _ 
        Optional ByRef includez As Integer = 1, _ 
        Optional ByRef gravity As Double = 9.81) 
node.Tenergy = node.z * includez + node.h + _ 
    node.alpha * node.ubar ^ 2 / 2 / gravity 
End Sub 
' Calculates total mechanical energy from the bernoulli equation 
Public Sub VelocityHead(ByRef node As xsection, _ 
        Optional ByRef gravity As Double = 9.81) 
node.velhead = node.alpha * node.ubar ^ 2 / 2 / gravity 
End Sub 
 
' Calculates Friction Slope using mannings equation 
Public Sub ManningSlope(ByRef node As xsection, _ 
        Optional ByRef gravity As Double = 9.81, _ 
        Optional ByRef phi As Double = 1#) 
node.sf = node.n ^ 2 * node.ubar ^ 2 / (phi ^ 2) / (node.hyradius ^ (4 / 3)) 
End Sub 
Public Sub ViscosityfromTemp(ByRef tstep As timestep) 
 
' Calculate the kinematic viscosity of water as a function of temperature 
Dim t As Double 
t = tstep.temp 







' Calculate normal depths  
Public Sub normaldepth(ByRef xsct As xsection, _ 
        ByRef Q As Double, _ 
        ByRef hnmax As Double, _ 
        ByRef hnmin As Double, _ 
        ByRef epsilon As Double, _ 
        Optional ByRef gravity As Double = 9.81, _ 
        Optional ByRef rho As Double = 1000, _ 
        Optional ByRef phi As Double = 1#) 
 
Dim C1 As Double 
Dim xscttrial As xsection 
Dim C1trial As Double 
Dim k As Long 
 
If Q = 0 Then 
    xscttrial.yn = 0 
ElseIf xsct.s0 <= 0 Then 
    xscttrial.yn = 0 
Else 
    xscttrial = xsct 
    ' Compute constant c1 
        C1 = (Q * xsct.n) / (Sqr(xsct.s0) * phi) 
        ' Compute function of hn (normal depth) 
        xscttrial.h = (hnmin + hnmax) / 2 
        k = 1 
        Do Until Abs(C1 - C1trial) < epsilon Or k > MAX_ITERATIONS 
            mtf_Geometry.AreaFromDepth xscttrial 
            mtf_Geometry.WettedPerimeterFromDepth xscttrial 
            ' If trial flow is greater than actual flow, 
            ' then the change in elevation is too small. 
            C1trial = xscttrial.area ^ (5 / 3) / xscttrial.Pw ^ (2 / 3) 
            bisection (C1trial - C1), _ 
                xscttrial.h, _ 
                hnmax, hnmin, epsilon 
            k = k + 1 
        Loop 





 Sediment Transport Capacity  
 
' Calculate sediment discharge with Julien’s equation  
Public Sub AllSed_Julien(tstp1 As timestep, nx, dt) 
Dim sta As Long 
 
For sta = 1 To nx 
    ' Calculate bed shear 
    bedshear tstp1.xsect(sta) 
    ' Unit sediment discharge 
    julien tstp1.xsect(sta).qbv, tstp1.ds, tstp1.xsect(sta).taubed 
    ' Sediment discharge in m3/day 




' Calculate sediment discharge with Yang’s equation  
Public Sub AllSed_Yangs(tstp1 As timestep, nx, dt) 
Dim sta As Long 
Dim cmgl As Double 
Dim ckgm3 As Double 
For sta = 1 To nx 
    ' Calculate bed shear 
    bedshear tstp1.xsect(sta) 
    ' Sediment concentration 
    yangs cmgl, tstp1.vis, tstp1.ds, _ 
            tstp1.xsect(sta).taubed, tstp1.xsect(sta).ubar, _ 
            tstp1.xsect(sta).sf, tstp1.omega 
 
    ' Unit sediment discharge 
    ' qbv -- unit sediment discharge by volume in m²/s 
    ' First convert Concentration in mg/Liter to kg / m^2 
    ‘ ckgm3 = cmgl * 1000# / 1000000# 
    ' Then compute unit discharge by dividing by top width and sediment density. 
    tstp1.xsect(sta).qbv = ckgm3 / (2.65 * 1000#) * tstp1.Q / tstp1.xsect(sta).Tw 
 
    ' Sediment discharge in m3/day 








' Calculate bed shear  
Public Sub bedshear(ByRef node As xsection, _ 
        Optional ByRef rho As Double = 1000, _ 
        Optional ByRef gravity As Double = 9.81) 
 
node.taubed = rho * gravity * node.hyradius * node.sf 
End Sub 
 
' Calculate falling velocity  
Public Sub fallv(ByRef tstep As timestep, _ 
        Optional ByRef gravity As Double = 9.81, _ 
        Optional ByRef Gsed As Double = 2.65) 
 
Dim a As Double 
Dim b As Double 
Dim ds As Double 
Dim vis As Double 
 
ds = tstep.ds 
vis = tstep.vis 
 
a = (Gsed - 1) * gravity * ds ^ 3 ' ; 
b = (Gsed - 1) * gravity * ds ' ; 
 
tstep.omega = (Sqr((2 / 3) + (36 * vis ^ 2) / a) - _ 
        Sqr((36 * vis ^ 2) / a)) * Sqr(b) 
         
End Sub 
 
' Calculate sediment transport capacity with Julien’s equation  
Public Sub julien(ByRef qbv As Double, _ 
        ByRef d As Double, _ 
        ByRef taubed As Double, _ 
        Optional ByRef gravity As Double = 9.81, _ 
        Optional ByRef rho As Double = 1000, _ 
        Optional ByRef Gsed As Double = 2.65) 
 
Dim taustart As Double 
' Calculation of Shields parameter 
' taustart = (taubed/9810)/(1.65*d); 





' Calculate the available volume 
Public Sub InitializeAvailableVolume(ByRef tstp1 As timestep, _ 
        ByRef nx As Long) 
    Dim sta As Long 
    ' Initialize the accumulated volume of sediment in the channel at time 1 
    For sta = 1 To nx - 1 
        tstp1.rch(sta).avesedD = 0.5 * ((tstp1.xsect(sta).z - _ 
                tstp1.xsect(sta).zmin) + _ 
                (tstp1.xsect(sta + 1).z - tstp1.xsect(sta + 1).zmin)) 
        tstp1.rch(sta).aveTw = 0.5 * (tstp1.xsect(sta + 1).Tw _ 
                + tstp1.xsect(sta).Tw) 
        tstp1.rch(sta).avolume = tstp1.rch(sta).avesedD * _ 
                tstp1.rch(sta).aveTw 
        tstp1.rch(sta).avolume = tstp1.rch(sta).avolume * _ 
                (1 - tstp1.po) * tstp1.rch(sta).deltax 
    Next sta 
End Sub 
 
' Calculate sediment transport capacity with Julien’s equation  
Public Sub yangs(ByRef cmgl As Double, _ 
        ByRef vis As Double, _ 
        ByRef ds As Double, _ 
        ByRef taubed As Double, _ 
        ByRef v As Double, _ 
        ByRef sf As Double, _ 
        ByRef omega As Double, _ 
        Optional ByRef gravity As Double = 9.81, _ 
        Optional ByRef rho As Double = 1000, _ 
        Optional ByRef Gsed As Double = 2.65) 
 
Dim ustar As Double 
    Dim restar As Double 
    Dim vcomega As Double 
    Dim a As Double 
    Dim b As Double 
    Dim c As Double 
    Dim d As Double 
    Dim logcppm As Double 
    Dim cppm As Double 
    '% Calculate shear velocity '%ustart = sqrt(taubed); 
    ustar = (taubed) ^ 0.5 
    '% Calculate Grain shear Reynolds number : restart = ustart*ds/vis; 
    restar = ds * ustar / vis 
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    '% Calculate dimensionless critical velocity 
    If restar > 0 And restar < 70 Then 
        vcomega = (2.5 / (Log10(restar) - 0.06)) + 0.66 
    ElseIf restar >= 70 Then 
        vcomega = 2.05 
    End If 
    '% Calculate the ratio of shear velocity to fall velocity  
a = ustar / omega 
    '% Calculate the product of fall velocity times diameter, and divide it by viscosity 
b = omega * ds / vis 
    '% Calculate the product of vcw and sf 
c = vcomega * sf 
    '% Calculate the product of v and sf and divide it by omega; 
d = v * sf / omega 
    '% Compare c and d.  If c > d, the sediment does not move 
    If c >= d Then 
        cmgl = 0 
    ElseIf c < d Then 
    '   % Calculate the logarithm (base 10)of the sediment concentration 
    ' in ppm according to Yang's equation 
        logcppm = 5.435 - 0.286 * Log10(b) - _ 
                0.457 * Log10(a) + (1.799 - 0.409 * Log10(b) - _ 
                0.314 * Log10(a)) * Log10(d - c) 
    ' 
    '    % Convert the concentration in ppm to concentration in mg/l 
        cppm = 10 ^ logcppm 
    '    %cmgl = 2.65*cppm/(2.65 + (1-2.65)*0.000001*cppm); 
        cmgl = 2.65 * cppm / (2.65 + (1 - 2.65) * 0.000001 * cppm) 
    End If 




Data Input and Output  
 
' Data Input 
Public Sub getxsectionsfromfile(ByRef xsectionarray() As xsection, _ 
        ByRef nxsections As Long, ByRef xsectionsheet As Worksheet) 
Dim k As Integer 
k = 1 
Do 
ReDim Preserve xsectionarray(k) 
xsectionarray(k).ID = xsectionsheet.Cells(k + 1, 1) 
xsectionarray(k).x = xsectionsheet.Cells(k + 1, 2) 
xsectionarray(k).s0 = xsectionsheet.Cells(k + 1, 3) 
xsectionarray(k).z = xsectionsheet.Cells(k + 1, 4) 
xsectionarray(k).zmin = xsectionsheet.Cells(k + 1, 5) 
xsectionarray(k).alpha = 1 
' xsectionarray(k).dxdown = xsectionarray(k).x - xsectionarray(k - 1).x 
xsectionarray(k).gamma.channeltype = xsectionsheet.Cells(k + 1, 6) 
xsectionarray(k).gamma.g1 = xsectionsheet.Cells(k + 1, 7) 
xsectionarray(k).gamma.g2 = xsectionsheet.Cells(k + 1, 8) 
xsectionarray(k).gamma.g3 = xsectionsheet.Cells(k + 1, 9) 
xsectionarray(k).gamma.g4 = xsectionsheet.Cells(k + 1, 10) 
k = k + 1 
Loop While xsectionsheet.Cells(k + 1, 1).Value > 0 
nxsections = k - 1 ' k - 1 accounts for top row of worksheet with headers. 
End Sub 
' Data Output 
Public Sub writexsectionarraytofile(ByRef nodes() As xsection, _ 
        ByRef iteration As Long, ByRef Filename As String, ByRef fs As Variant, _ 
        ByRef outf As Variant, ByRef nx As Long) 
Dim f As Variant 
Set f = fs.OpenTextFile(Filename, 8, -2) 
If iteration = 1 Then 
    f.write ("iteration" & vbTab) 
    f.write ("nodes(k).ID" & vbTab) 
    f.write ("nodes(k).x" & vbTab) 
    f.write ("nodes(k).s0" & vbTab) 
    f.write ("nodes(k).z" & vbTab) 
    f.write ("nodes(k).Tw" & vbTab) 
    f.write ("nodes(k).ubar" & vbTab) 
    f.write ("nodes(k).area" & vbTab) 
    f.write ("Q" & vbTab) 
    f.write ("nodes(k).h" & vbTab) 
    f.write ("nodes(k).Sf" & vbTab) 
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    f.write ("nodes(k).Fr2" & vbTab) 
    f.write ("nodes(k).yn" & vbTab) 
    f.write ("nodes(k).qst" & vbTab) 
    f.write ("nodes(k).SDR" & taubed) 
    f.write ("nodes(k).n") 
    f.writeline 
End If 
' Write out Node Related Data 
Dim k As Long 
Dim j As Long 
For k = 1 To nx Step 1 
f.write (iteration & vbTab) 
f.write (nodes(k).ID & vbTab) 
f.write (nodes(k).x & vbTab) 
f.write (nodes(k).s0 & vbTab) 
f.write (nodes(k).z & vbTab) 
f.write (nodes(k).Tw & vbTab) 
f.write (nodes(k).ubar & vbTab) 
f.write (nodes(k).area & vbTab) 
f.write (nodes(k).area * nodes(k).ubar & vbTab) 
f.write (nodes(k).h & vbTab) 
f.write (nodes(k).sf & vbTab) 
f.write (nodes(k).Fr2 & vbTab) 
f.write (nodes(k).yn & vbTab) 
f.write (nodes(k).qst) & vbTab 







' Data Output (Excel CSU file) 
 
Public Sub writexsectionarraytofile_csv(ByRef nodes() As xsection, _ 
        ByRef iteration As Long, ByRef omega As Double, ByRef Filename As String, _ 
        ByRef fs As Variant, ByRef nx As Long) 
 
Dim f As Variant 
Set f = fs.OpenTextFile(Filename, 8, -2) 
If iteration = 1 Then 
    f.write ("iteration,") 
    f.write ("nodes_ID,") 
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    f.write ("nodes_x,") 
    f.write ("nodes_s0,") 
    f.write ("nodes_z,") 
    f.write ("nodes_Tw,") 
    f.write ("nodes_ubar,") 
    f.write ("nodes_area,") 
    f.write ("Q,") 
    f.write ("nodes_h,") 
    f.write ("nodes_Sf,") 
    f.write ("nodes_Fr2,") 
    f.write ("nodes_yn,") 
    f.write ("nodes_SDR,") 
    f.write ("nodes_Elyn,") 
    f.write ("nodes_Ro") 
    f.writeline 
End If 
' Write out Node Related Data 
Dim k As Long 
Dim j As Long 
For k = 1 To nx Step 1 
f.write (iteration & ", ") 
f.write (nodes(k).ID & ", ") 
f.write (nodes(k).x & ", ") 
f.write (nodes(k).s0 & ", ") 
f.write (nodes(k).z & ", ") 
f.write (nodes(k).Tw & ", ") 
f.write (nodes(k).ubar & ", ") 
f.write (nodes(k).area & ", ") 
f.write (nodes(k).area * nodes(k).ubar & ", ") 
f.write (nodes(k).h & ", ") 
f.write (nodes(k).sf & ", ") 
f.write (nodes(k).Fr2 & ", ") 
f.write (nodes(k).yn & ", ") 
f.write (nodes(k).SDR & ", ") 
f.write (nodes(k).z + nodes(k).yn & ",") 








Creating a chart on Excel workbook  
 
Public Sub createchart(ByRef dataChart As Chart, _ 
        ByRef outsheet As Worksheet, _ 
        ByRef nodeSheet As Worksheet, _ 
        ByRef usstation As Long, _ 
        ByRef dsstation As Long) 
 
Dim chartlines As SeriesCollection 
Dim i As Integer 
Dim a As Variant 
Dim xstr As String 
Dim ystr As String 
Set chartlines = dataChart.SeriesCollection 
 
dataChart.ChartType = xlXYScatter 
 
For i = 8 To chartlines.Count Step -1 
    a = chartlines.ADD(Source:=outsheet.Range(outsheet.Cells(2, 2), outsheet.Cells(2, 3))) 
Next i 
 
‘ loading input data for plotting on a output chart 
Dim rowadjust As Integer 
rowadjust = 2 
For i = 0 To 2 
    chartlines(2 * i + 1).XValues = outsheet.Range( _ 
            outsheet.Cells(rowadjust, 3 * i + 1), _ 
            outsheet.Cells(dsstation - usstation + rowadjust, 3 * i + 1)) 
    chartlines(2 * i + 1).Values = outsheet.Range( _ 
            outsheet.Cells(rowadjust, 3 * i + 2), _ 
            outsheet.Cells(dsstation - usstation + rowadjust, 3 * i + 2)) 
     
    chartlines(2 * i + 2).XValues = outsheet.Range( _ 
            outsheet.Cells(rowadjust, 3 * i + 1), _ 
            outsheet.Cells(dsstation - usstation + rowadjust, 3 * i + 1)) 
    chartlines(2 * i + 2).Values = outsheet.Range( _ 
            outsheet.Cells(rowadjust, 3 * i + 3), _ 
            outsheet.Cells(dsstation - usstation + rowadjust, 3 * i + 3)) 
Next i 
 
    chartlines(6).XValues = outsheet.Range( _ 
            outsheet.Cells(rowadjust, 1), _ 
            outsheet.Cells(dsstation - usstation + rowadjust, 1)) 
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    chartlines(6).Values = outsheet.Range( _ 
            outsheet.Cells(rowadjust, 10), _ 
            outsheet.Cells(dsstation - usstation + rowadjust, 10)) 
 
    chartlines(1).XValues = outsheet.Range( _ 
            outsheet.Cells(rowadjust, 1), _ 
            outsheet.Cells(dsstation - usstation + rowadjust, 1)) 
    chartlines(1).Values = outsheet.Range( _ 
            outsheet.Cells(rowadjust, 11), _ 
            outsheet.Cells(dsstation - usstation + rowadjust, 11)) 
 
xstr = "={" 
For i = 0 To dsstation - usstation 
    xstr = xstr & outsheet.Cells(dsstation - usstation - i + rowadjust, 1) 
    xstr = xstr & "," 
Next i 
xstr = Left(xstr, Len(xstr) - 1) 
xstr = xstr & "}" 
chartlines(7).XValues = xstr 
chartlines(7).Values = nodeSheet.Range( _ 
        nodeSheet.Cells(rowadjust, 6), _ 
        nodeSheet.Cells(dsstation - usstation + rowadjust, 6)) 
    
chartlines(8).XValues = xstr 
ystr = "={" 
For i = rowadjust To dsstation - usstation + rowadjust 
    ystr = ystr & nodeSheet.Cells(i, 5) / 2 
    ystr = ystr & "," 
Next i 
ystr = Left(ystr, Len(ystr) - 1) 
ystr = ystr & "}" 
chartlines(8).Values = ystr 
chartlines(9).XValues = xstr 
ystr = "={" 
For i = rowadjust To dsstation - usstation + rowadjust 
    ystr = ystr & nodeSheet.Cells(i, 5) / -2 
    ystr = ystr & "," 
Next i 
ystr = Left(ystr, Len(ystr) - 1) 
ystr = ystr & "}" 
chartlines(9).Values = ystr 
chartlines(9).Values = nodeSheet.Range( _ 
        nodeSheet.Cells(rowadjust, 5), _ 
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        nodeSheet.Cells(dsstation - usstation + rowadjust, 5)) 
 
If dataChart.Legend.LegendEntries.Count > 8 Then 
    dataChart.Legend.LegendEntries(9).Delete 
End If 
     
‘ Chart Legend 
 
chartlines(1).Name = "=""Water depth""" 
chartlines(2).Name = "=""Current Bed Elevation""" 
chartlines(3).Name = "=""Initial Water Surface""" 
chartlines(4).Name = "=""Initial Bed Elevation""" 
chartlines(5).Name = "=""Final Water Surface""" 
chartlines(6).Name = "=""Final Bed Elevation""" 
chartlines(7).Name = "=""Minimum Bed Elevation""" 
chartlines(8).Name = "=""Channel Width""" 
 
chartlines(6).AxisGroup = 1 
chartlines(8).AxisGroup = 2 
chartlines(9).AxisGroup = 2 
 
‘ set the chart line properties 
With chartlines(1).Border 
    .ColorIndex = 34 
    .Weight = xlThick 




    .MarkerBackgroundColorIndex = xlNone 
    .MarkerForegroundColorIndex = xlNone 
    .MarkerStyle = xlNone 
    .Smooth = True 
    .MarkerSize = 7 




    .ColorIndex = 6 
    .Weight = xlThick 






    .MarkerBackgroundColorIndex = xlNone 
    .MarkerForegroundColorIndex = 35 
    .MarkerStyle = xlNone 
    .Smooth = True 
    .MarkerSize = 7 




    .ColorIndex = 41 
    .Weight = xlThin 
    .LineStyle = xlDot 
End With 
With chartlines(3) 
    .MarkerBackgroundColorIndex = xlNone 
    .MarkerForegroundColorIndex = xlNone 
    .MarkerStyle = xlNone 
    .Smooth = False 
    .MarkerSize = 5 
    .Shadow = False 
End With 
With chartlines(4).Border 
    .ColorIndex = 2 
    .Weight = xlThick 
    .LineStyle = xlContinuous 
End With 
With chartlines(4) 
    .MarkerBackgroundColorIndex = 12 
    .MarkerForegroundColorIndex = 12 
    .MarkerStyle = xlNone 
    .Smooth = True 
    .MarkerSize = 5 
    .Shadow = False 
End With 
With chartlines(5).Border 
    .ColorIndex = 54 
    .Weight = xlThin 




    .MarkerBackgroundColorIndex = xlNone 
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    .MarkerForegroundColorIndex = xlNone 
   .MarkerStyle = xlAutomatic 
    .Smooth = True 
    .MarkerSize = 5 




    .ColorIndex = 6 
    .Weight = xlThick 
    .LineStyle = xlContinuous 
End With ' 
 
With chartlines(6) 
    .MarkerBackgroundColorIndex = xlNone 
    .MarkerForegroundColorIndex = 35 
    .MarkerStyle = xlNone 
    .Smooth = True 
    .MarkerSize = 7 




    .ColorIndex = 3 
    .Weight = xlHairline 
    .LineStyle = xlDashDotDot 
End With 
With chartlines(7) 
    .MarkerBackgroundColorIndex = xlNone 
    .MarkerForegroundColorIndex = xlNone 
    .MarkerStyle = xlNone 
    .Smooth = True 
    .MarkerSize = 3 
    .Shadow = False 
End With 
 
'chartlines(8), chartline(9) : attributes of channel width 
 
With chartlines(8).Border 
    .ColorIndex = 2 
    .Weight = xlMedium 






    .MarkerBackgroundColorIndex = xlNone 
    .MarkerForegroundColorIndex = xlNone 
    .MarkerStyle = xlDot 
    .Smooth = True 
    .MarkerSize = 8 
    .Shadow = False 
End With 
With chartlines(9).Border 
    .ColorIndex = 2 
    .Weight = xlMedium 
    .LineStyle = xlContinuous 
End With 
With chartlines(9) 
    .MarkerBackgroundColorIndex = xlNone 
    .MarkerForegroundColorIndex = xlNone 
    .MarkerStyle = xlDot 
    .Smooth = True 
    .MarkerSize = 5 
    .Shadow = False 
End With 
 
'Set the Horizontal Axis Properties 
With dataChart.Axes(xlCategory) 
    .MaximumScale = 75000 
    .MinimumScale = 0 
    .MinorUnitIsAuto = True 
    .MajorUnitIsAuto = True 
    .Crosses = xlMaximum 
    .ReversePlotOrder = False 
    .DisplayUnit = xlNone 
End With 
With dataChart.Axes(xlValue) 
    .MaximumScale = 8 
    .MinimumScale = -2 
    .MajorTickMark = xlOutside 
    .MinorTickMark = xlInside 
    .TickLabelPosition = xlNextToAxis 
End With 
 
With dataChart.Axes(xlValue, xlSecondary) 
    .HasTitle = True 
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    .AxisTitle.Characters.Text = "Channel Width(m)" 
    'Make the Secondary Title and Axis Labels Gray 
    .MaximumScale = 400 
    .MinimumScale = -800 
    .AxisTitle.Font.ColorIndex = 0 
    .TickLabels.Font.ColorIndex = 16 
    .AxisTitle.Font.Italic = msoTrue 
    .AxisTitle.Font.Bold = msoTrue 
    .AxisTitle.Top = 50 
    .AxisTitle.Left = 5 
    .TickLabels.NumberFormatLocal = "#,##0;[Red](#,##0.)" 
    .MajorTickMark = xlInside 








    .HasTitle = True 





‘ update chart using new data 
Public Sub updatechart(ByRef dataSheet As Worksheet, _ 
        ByRef dataChart As Chart, _ 
        ByRef itnum As Long, _ 
        ByRef SQLstr As String, _ 
        ByRef queryrange As String, _ 
        ByRef fieldcase As Long, _ 
        ByRef datafilename As String, _ 
        ByRef fileprefix As String, _ 
        ByRef outpath As String, _ 
        ByRef graphicsfileformat As String, _ 
        ByRef usstation As Long, _ 
        ByRef dsstation As Long, _ 
        Optional ByRef fieldnames As Variant) 
On Error GoTo Err_updatechart 
Dim framefile As Variant 
Dim magickmsgs As Variant 
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Dim ppmimg As MagickImage 
Set ppmimg = New MagickImage 
Dim dt As Double 
 
mto_VideoFrames.buildSQL SQLstr, _ 
        fieldcase, _ 
        datafilename, _ 
        itnum, _ 
        usstation, _ 
        dsstation 
         
With dataSheet.Range(queryrange).QueryTable 
    .CommandText = SQLstr 
    .Refresh 
End With 
 
' Edit the title to reflect the day of the particular simulation. 
With dataChart 
    .HasTitle = True 
    .ChartTitle.Characters.Text = "Bed Elevation and Water Surface: DAY " & Int(itnum * 0.1) 
End With 
dataChart.Refresh 
framefile = outpath & fileprefix & "frame." & Format(itnum, "0000") & "." & graphicsfileformat 
dataChart.Export Filename:=framefile, _ 
        Filtername:=graphicsfileformat 
magickmsgs = Left(framefile, Len(framefile) - 3) 
magickmsgs = magickmsgs & "ppm" 
 
Exit_updatechart: 
    Exit Sub 
 
Err_updatechart: 
    MsgBox Err.Description 





Data loading from workbook in Excel  
 
‘ Get the time step data 
Public Sub gettimesteps(ByRef timesteparray() As timestep, _ 
        ByRef ntimesteps As Long, _ 
        ByRef dt As Double, _ 
        ByRef timestepsheet As Worksheet) 
Dim k As Integer 
k = 1 
Do 
ReDim Preserve timesteparray(k) 
timesteparray(k).day = timestepsheet.Cells(k + 1, 1) 
timesteparray(k).Q = timestepsheet.Cells(k + 1, 2) 
timesteparray(k).temp = timestepsheet.Cells(k + 1, 3) 
timesteparray(k).uselev = timestepsheet.Cells(k + 1, 4) 
k = k + 1 
Loop While timestepsheet.Cells(k, 1).Value > 0 
' One additional timestep has been created for the 
' last iteration. 
ntimesteps = k - 2 
End Sub 
‘ Get the cross section data 
Public Sub getxsections(ByRef xsectionarray() As xsection, _ 
        ByRef nxsections As Long, ByRef xsectionsheet As Worksheet) 
Dim k As Integer 
k = 1 
Do 
ReDim Preserve xsectionarray(k) 
xsectionarray(k).ID = xsectionsheet.Cells(k + 1, 1) 
xsectionarray(k).x = xsectionsheet.Cells(k + 1, 2) 
xsectionarray(k).s0 = xsectionsheet.Cells(k + 1, 3) 
xsectionarray(k).z = xsectionsheet.Cells(k + 1, 4) 
xsectionarray(k).alpha = 1 
' xsectionarray(k).dxdown = xsectionarray(k).x - xsectionarray(k - 1).x 
xsectionarray(k).gamma.channeltype = 1 
xsectionarray(k).gamma.g1 = xsectionsheet.Cells(k + 1, 5) 
xsectionarray(k).zmin = xsectionsheet.Cells(k + 1, 6) 
xsectionarray(k).bankelev = xsectionsheet.Cells(k + 1, 7) 
xsectionarray(k).n = xsectionsheet.Cells(k + 1, 8) 
xsectionarray(k).options = xsectionsheet.Cells(k + 1, 9) 
'xsectionarray(k).gamma.g4 = xsectionsheet.Cells(k + 1, 10) 
k = k + 1 
Loop While xsectionsheet.Cells(k + 1, 1).Value > 0 
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nxsections = k - 1 ' k - 1 accounts for top row of worksheet with headers. 
End Sub 
 
‘ Get the reach data 
Public Sub getreaches(ByRef reacharray() As reach, _ 
        ByRef xsectionarray() As xsection, _ 
        ByRef nxsections As Long) 
Dim k As Integer 
ReDim reacharray(nxsections - 1) 
For k = 1 To nxsections - 1 
'reacharray(k).nodeup = k 
'reacharray(k).nodedn = k + 1 
reacharray(k).deltax = Abs(xsectionarray(k).x - _ 
        xsectionarray(k + 1).x) 
reacharray(k).deltaz = Abs(xsectionarray(k).z - _ 
        xsectionarray(k + 1).z) 
reacharray(k).S0bar = reacharray(k).deltaz / _ 
        reacharray(k).deltax 
reacharray(k).n = xsectionarray(k).n 
reacharray(k).options = xsectionarray(k).options 
Next k 
ntimesteps = k - 1 
End Sub 
 
‘ Get the initial input data 
Public Sub initialinput(ByRef dataSheet As Worksheet, _ 
        ByRef dt As Double, _ 
        ByRef ds As Double, _ 
        ByRef vis As Double, _ 
        ByRef po As Double, _ 
        ByRef n As Double, _ 
        ByRef epsilon_normal As Double, _ 
        ByRef epsilon_backwater As Double, _ 
        ByRef dsh_max As Double, _ 
        ByRef it_max As Long, _ 
        ByRef flowinputfile As String, _ 
        ByRef xsectinputfile As String, _ 
        ByRef outputfile As String) 
dt = dataSheet.Range("b3") 
ds = dataSheet.Range("b4") 
vis = dataSheet.Range("b5") 
po = dataSheet.Range("b6") 
n = dataSheet.Range("b7") 
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epsilon_normal = dataSheet.Range("b8") 
epsilon_backwater = dataSheet.Range("b9") 
dsh_max = dataSheet.Range("b10") 
it_max = dataSheet.Range("b11") 
flowinputfile = dataSheet.Range("b13") 
xsectinputfile = dataSheet.Range("b14") 
outputfile = dataSheet.Range("b15") 
End Sub 
 
‘ Write result data to Excel sheet 
Public Sub writexsectionarray(ByRef nodes() As xsection, _ 
        ByRef iteration As Long, _ 
        ByRef nodeoutsheet As Worksheet, _ 
        ByRef nx As Long) 
nodeoutsheet.Cells(1, 1) = "nodes(k).ID" 
nodeoutsheet.Cells(1, 2) = "nodes(k).z" 
nodeoutsheet.Cells(1, 3) = "nodes(k).x" 
nodeoutsheet.Cells(1, 4) = "nodes(k).Sf" 
nodeoutsheet.Cells(1, 5) = "nodes(k).h" 
nodeoutsheet.Cells(1, 6) = "nodes(k).ubar" 
nodeoutsheet.Cells(1, 7) = "nodes(k).area" 
nodeoutsheet.Cells(1, 8) = "nodes(k).Tenergy" 
nodeoutsheet.Cells(1, 9) = "nodes(k).hyradius" 
nodeoutsheet.Cells(1, 10) = "nodes(k).hydepth" 
nodeoutsheet.Cells(1, 11) = "nodes(k).Fr" 
nodeoutsheet.Cells(1, 12) = "nodes(k).WSE" 
nodeoutsheet.Cells(1, 13) = "nodes(k).Pw" 
nodeoutsheet.Cells(1, 14) = "iteration" 
Dim k As Long 
Dim j As Long 
For k = 1 To nx 
j = k + nx * (iteration - 1) + 1 
nodeoutsheet.Cells(j, 1) = nodes(k).ID 
nodeoutsheet.Cells(j, 2) = nodes(k).z 
nodeoutsheet.Cells(j, 3) = nodes(k).x 
nodeoutsheet.Cells(j, 4) = nodes(k).sf 
nodeoutsheet.Cells(j, 5) = nodes(k).h 
nodeoutsheet.Cells(j, 6) = nodes(k).ubar 
nodeoutsheet.Cells(j, 7) = nodes(k).area 
nodeoutsheet.Cells(j, 8) = nodes(k).Tenergy 
nodeoutsheet.Cells(j, 9) = nodes(k).hyradius 
nodeoutsheet.Cells(j, 10) = nodes(k).hydepth 
nodeoutsheet.Cells(j, 11) = nodes(k).Fr 
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nodeoutsheet.Cells(j, 12) = nodes(k).WSE 
nodeoutsheet.Cells(j, 13) = nodes(k).Pw 





‘ Get the graphic data 
Public Sub getgraphicsdata(ByRef datafilename As String, _ 
        ByRef MPEGtime As Double, _ 
        ByRef firstframe As Long, _ 
        ByRef lastframe As Long, _ 
        ByRef frameinterval As Long, _ 
        ByRef usstation As Long, _ 
        ByRef dsstation As Long) 
datafilename = ThisWorkbook.Worksheets("BR_Data").Range("b15") 
MPEGtime = ThisWorkbook.Worksheets("BR_Data").Range("b17") 
firstframe = ThisWorkbook.Worksheets("BR_Data").Range("b18") 
lastframe = ThisWorkbook.Worksheets("BR_Data").Range("b19") 
frameinterval = ThisWorkbook.Worksheets("BR_Data").Range("b20") 
usstation = ThisWorkbook.Worksheets("BR_Data").Range("b21") 




‘ Write the results data 
Public Sub writeiterationarray(ByRef iterations() As Double, _ 
        ByRef itoutsheet As Worksheet, _ 
        ByRef itnum As Integer) 
 
If itnum = 1 Then 
    itoutsheet.Range("A" & numits + 2 & ":IV65536").Clear 
End If 
 
itoutsheet.Cells(itnum + 1, 1) = iterations(1, itnum) 
itoutsheet.Cells(itnum + 1, 2) = iterations(2, itnum) 
itoutsheet.Cells(itnum + 1, 3) = iterations(3, itnum) 





Definition of data types 
 
'Public Const MAX_ITERATIONS As Long = 50 
'Public Const MAX_NORMALDEPTH As Double = 10# 
'Public Const TOL_NORMALDEPTH As Double = 0.00001 
Public TOL_NORMALDEPTH As Double 
Public TOL_BACKWATER As Double 
Public errorcode As Integer 
Public MAX_NORMALDEPTH As Double 
Public MAX_ITERATIONS As Long 
 
Public Type geometry 
    channeltype As Integer 
    g1 As Double 
    g2 As Double 
    g3 As Double 
    g4 As Double 
End Type 
 
‘ Define the data type for cross sections  
Public Type xsection 
ID As String 
    x As Double 
    s0 As Double 
    z As Double 
    zmin As Double 
    bankelev As Double 
    deltaz As Double ' change in elevation from previous condition 
    po As Double ' Sediment Porosity 
    n As Double ' Manning n 
    ds As Double ' Mean Sediment particle diameter 
    options As Integer 
    gamma As geometry 
    h As Double 
    area As Double 
    ubar As Double  
    Q As Double 
    Qtrial As Double 
    velhead As Double ' Velocity Head = alpha * ubar ^ 2 / 2 / g 
    Tenergy As Double ' Total Mechanical Energy Head  
    senergy As Double ' Specific Energy = velocity head + depth 
    cenergy As Double 
    Pw As Double 
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    Tw As Double 
    hyradius As Double   
    taubed As Double ' Shear at the bed surface 
    trapeff As Double 
    alpha As Double ' Kinetic Energy Correction Factor 
    sf As Double 
    Fr As Double ' Hydraulic Froude number = 
    Fr2 As Double ' True Froude number = .Fr ^ 2 
    hydepth As Double 
    WSE As Double 
    yc As Double 
    yn As Double 
    ' Sediment Related Parameters 
    qst As Double 
    qbv As Double 
    SDR As Double 
End Type 
 
‘ Define the data type for reaches 
Public Type reach 
    nodeup As Integer 
    nodedn As Integer 
    n As Double 
    avolume As Double 
    balance As Double 
    ehqst As Double 
    courant As Double 
    mindeltaH_used As Boolean 
    CeCc As Double 
    Cb As Double 
    ql As Double 
    Qtrial As Double 
    S0bar As Double 
    sfbar As Double 
    head1starprime As Double 
    aveTw As Double 
    avesedD As Double 
    deltaz As Double 
    deltaH As Double 
    epsilon As Double 
    deltax As Double 
    deltaqst As Double 
    DeltaHe As Double 
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    DeltaCeCc As Double 
    DeltaCb As Double 
    deltac As Integer 
    SDR As Double 
    numiterations As Integer 
    options As Integer 
End Type 
 
Public Type timestep 
    xsect() As xsection 
    rch() As reach 
    omega As Double 
    vis As Double 
    dt As Double 
    n As Double 
    ds As Double 
    po As Double 
    day As Long 
    Q As Double 
    Qtrial As Double 
    temp As Double 
    uselev As Double 
    epsilon As Double 
    options As Integer 
End Type 
 
Static Function Log10(x) 






Bisection method  
 
Public Sub bisection(ByRef testvalue As Double, ByRef trialvalue As Double, _ 
        UBnd As Double, LBnd As Double, epsilon As Double) 
         
If testvalue < 0 Then 
    LBnd = trialvalue 
    trialvalue = (trialvalue + UBnd) * 1 / 2 
Else 
    UBnd = trialvalue 








Computing representative hydraulic parameters (h, W, V, S) 
 
Public Sub hyd(ByRef tstp As timestep, _ 
        ByRef nx As Long) 
 
    For sta = nx - 5 To 5 Step -1 
        If sta = nx - 1 Then 
           tstp.xsect(sta).h = (tstp.xsect(sta + 1).h + tstp.xsect(sta).h) * 0.5 
           tstp.xsect(sta).Tw = (tstp.xsect(sta + 1).Tw + tstp.xsect(sta).Tw) * 0.5 
           tstp.xsect(sta).ubar = (tstp.xsect(sta + 1).ubar + tstp.xsect(sta).ubar) * 0.5 
           tstp.xsect(sta).s0 = (tstp.xsect(sta + 1).s0 + tstp.xsect(sta).s0) * 0.5 
        ElseIf sta = 2 Then 
           tstp.xsect(sta).h = tstp.xsect(sta + 1).h 
           tstp.xsect(sta).Tw = tstp.xsect(sta + 1).Tw 
           tstp.xsect(sta).ubar = tstp.xsect(sta + 1).ubar 
           tstp.xsect(sta).s0 = tstp.xsect(sta + 1).s0 
        ElseIf sta = 1 Then 
           tstp.xsect(sta).h = tstp.xsect(sta + 1).h 
           tstp.xsect(sta).Tw = tstp.xsect(sta + 1).Tw 
           tstp.xsect(sta).ubar = tstp.xsect(sta + 1).ubar 
           tstp.xsect(sta).s0 = tstp.xsect(sta + 1).s0 
 
        Else 
           tstp.xsect(sta).h = 0.25 * tstp.xsect(sta + 1).h + 0.5 * tstp.xsect(sta).h + 0.25 * tstp.xsect(sta - 1).h 
           tstp.xsect(sta).Tw = 0.25 * tstp.xsect(sta + 1).Tw + 0.5 * tstp.xsect(sta).Tw + 0.25 * tstp.xsect(sta - 
1).Tw 
           tstp.xsect(sta).ubar = 0.25 * tstp.xsect(sta + 1).ubar + 0.5 * tstp.xsect(sta).ubar + 0.25 * tstp.xsect(sta - 
1).ubar 
           tstp.xsect(sta).s0 = tstp.xsect(sta).s0 
        End If 
         
    Next sta 






Set the units for calculation 
 
Option Explicit 
' Public Const GRAVITY As Double = 9.81 
' Public Const phi As Double = 1# 
Public Const SI = 0 
Public Const US = 1 
Public gravity As Double 
Public phi As Double 
Public rho As Double 
Public Gsed As Double 
 
Public Sub SetUnits(unitsystem As Integer) 
Select Case unitsystem 
    Case Is = 0 
        gravity = 9.81 
        phi = 1# 
Case Is = 1 
        gravity = 32.2 







Integrating sediment concentration distribution and determining CR 
 
Public Sub Simpson(CR As Double, alpha As Double, depth As Double, PanNum As Integer, Rouse As Double, 
obnkEl As Double) 
 
 'This function calculates the area under the curve y(x) from x=a to x=b using Simpson's ‘ rule with n intervals Note 
(n must be even) 
 
Dim sum As Double, term As Double 
Dim depthx As Double 
Dim i As Integer 
Dim Simpson As Double 
 
 'Do error checking 
If PanNum = 0 Or PanNum Mod 2 = 1 Then 
 Simpson = 0# 
 MsgBox "Sorry # of intervals has to be > 0 and even" 
 Exit Sub 
 End If 
  
sum = 0 
 
If depth < obnkEl Then CR = 1# 
ElseIf obnkEl <= depth Then 
     
    For n = 1 To PanNum - 1 
        z1 = alpha + (depth - alpha) / PanNum * n 
        sum1 = sum1 + ((alpha / (depth - alpha)) ^ Rouse) * ((depth / z1 - 1) ^ Rouse) 
Z2 = alpha + (obnkEl - alpha) / PanNum * n 
        sum2 = sum2 + ((alpha / (depth - alpha)) ^ Rouse) * ((depth / Z2 - 1) ^ Rouse) 
    Next n 
 
   SSUM1 = (0.5 * ((alpha / (depth - alpha)) ^ Rouse) * ((depth / alpha - 1) ^ Rouse) _ 
       + 0.5 * ((alpha / (depth - alpha)) ^ Rouse) * ((depth / depth - 1) ^ Rouse) _ 
       + sum1) * (depth - alpha) / PanNum 
                 
   SSUM2 = (0.5 * ((alpha / (depth - alpha)) ^ Rouse) * ((depth / alpha - 1) ^ Rouse) _ 
       + 0.5 * ((alpha / (depth - alpha)) ^ Rouse) * ((depth / obnkEl - 1) ^ Rouse) _ 
       + sum2) * (obnkEl - alpha) / PanNum 
   CR = SSUM2 / SSUM1 





Program development history 
 
 08/31/01      Claudia Leon      Original code 
 11/28/01      Claudia Leon      Update  
 08/06/05      James Halgren     Convert to VBA 
 August/11     Kiyoung Park      Updata Sedimentatin model 
 August/12     Kiyoung Park      Update sediment concentration profile model 
 July/13       Kiyoung Park      Update Sediment plug parameters 
